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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

I. Introduction 

The first two essays of this dissertation focus on one lake in particular, Clear Lake, 

located in Clear Lake, Iowa. Clear Lake was formed by glacial action during the last ice age 

and is the third largest natural lake in Iowa. In 1950, Clear Lake was pristine. The water was 

clear blue with an object being visible 5 to 8 feet under the surface. However, in the last 50 

years the lake has deteriorated to a level that causes concern. Today, visibility is about 6 

inches to one foot. Other water quality measures have also deteriorated, for example, Clear 

Lake now experiences occasional algae blooms and a decreased diversity of fish populations. 

Despite the deteriorated conditions of the lake, Clear Lake is still the center of many 

activities, and is especially lively in the summer months. Anglers, recreational boaters, 

sailors, and beach users all frequent the lake. It is a valuable resource to the city of Clear 

Lake and the state of Iowa, generating over $30 million a year in tourism revenues (Downing 

and Kopaska, 2001). If preserved, Clear Lake will remain one of Iowa's unique destinations 

for recreationists. 

Valuing preservation and the improvement of water quality at Clear Lake was the 

purpose of a survey mailed to visitors and local residents in the summer of 2000. The first 

two essays in this dissertation focus on the visitors' survey and different ways to use the 

information the respondents provide. Specifically, the Clear Lake survey asks revealed 

preference (RP) and stated preference (SP) questions. The first two essays combine this RP 

and SP data with the difference between the two being the particular SP information used 

from the survey. 
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In the first essay, contingent behavior trips which are contingent on price (i.e. travel 

cost) changes presented in the survey are the SP data that is combined with the RP data. One 

focus is to pool the RP and SP data to better estimate an average demand curve used in the 

travel cost model. However, since the Clear Lake data was gathered by intercepting the 

visitors on-site, the primary purpose of the first essay is to consider the problem of 

controlling for on-site sampling in the context of a panel (i.e. the visitors RP and SP 

responses) of demand equations. This essay is the first to address controlling for on-site 

sampling with panel data. A multivariate Poisson-log normal model is used to jointly model 

the RP and SP data and to correct for on-site sampling. 

In the second essay the objective is a combined RP and SP model to estimate 

willingness to pay (WTP) for water quality improvements. Therefore, the SP data used is 

contingent behavior trips contingent on water quality changes and also contingent valuation 

data about the same water quality scenarios. A continuous model is utilized that can exploit 

the economic theory of consumers. This theoretically consistent model jointly estimates the 

above three data sources, one RP and two SP (i.e. the contingent behavior and contingent 

valuation data). Again, since the data is collected on-site this model is corrected for on-site 

sampling. 

The third essay utilizes a more recent data set, the first year survey of the Iowa lakes 

project mailed in the fall of 2002. This random population survey was sent to 8,000 Iowans 

collecting information on their recreation behavior to 129 lakes. The lakes were chosen to 

coincide with the research being done by the Iowa State University Limnology Laboratory 

led by John Downing, an ISU limnologist and professor. He is commissioned to collect 

numerous physical water quality measures three times per year for 5 years at each of these 
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129 lakes. Such a complete record of water quality will be combined with the results from 

the recreation demand survey. 

The objective of this essay is to analyze Iowan's recreation behavior to the 129 

principle lakes and their responsiveness to physical water quality measures. It is expected 

that lakes with excessive nutrients will therefore have more algae blooms, decreased water 

clarity, and undesirable color and odor that will lead to these lakes being less visited. The 

results do confirm this hypothesis and even more allow policy relevant compensating 

variation scenarios based on improvements in the lakes physical water quality measures. A 

random utility model, specifically a repeated mixed logit, is employed to analyze the 

individual's trip behavior to the 129 lakes. 

To conclude, in all three essays recreation demand modeling is the primary tool. In 

the first two essays stated preference data is combined with the revealed preference data. 

The stated preference (contingent behavior) data is used in the first essay to obtain a more 

complete picture of the visitor's responsiveness to travel costs, and in the second essay 

(contingent valuation data) to ask for the visitor's willingness to pay given proposed water 

quality improvements. The third essay exclusively utilizes revealed preference data as the 

129 lakes offer variation in water quality unlike few other places. Many lakes contain 

nutrient levels that are some of the highest in the world while others compare to Minnesota's 

northern lakes in terms of overall water quality. 

II. Dissertation Organization 

Each of the three essays in this dissertation is a separate chapter, with its own 

introduction, conclusion, and references. A general conclusion chapter summarizes the 

results from all three essays. Finally, two appendixes are included. The first appendix is the 
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Clear Lake Visitors Survey used in the first two essays, and the second appendix is the 

year Iowa Lakes Survey used in the third essay. 

III. References 

Downing, John A., and Jeff Kopaska (2001). "Summary of the Clear Lake Diagnostic 

Report." 
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CHAPTER 2. MIXED POISSON REGRESSION MODELS WITH INDIVIDUAL 
PANEL DATA FROM AN ON-SITE SAMPLE 

A paper submitted to the Journal of Environmental Economics and Management 

Kevin J. Egan1'2 and Joseph A. Herriges1'3 

I. Introduction 

Cost considerations often drive analysts to rely upon intercept (or on-site) surveys to 

collect information about recreation demand at a site (or sites) of interest. This guarantees 

that survey respondents will include users of the resource in question. Unfortunately, the 

sampling procedure also comes at a cost of both truncation (excluding non-users) and 

endogenous stratification (over sampling those individuals who are more frequent users of 

the site). As a result, the sample is no longer representative of the broader population. Failure 

to correct for on-site sampling will result in biased estimates of recreation demand and any 

corresponding welfare estimates. 

There have been a number of papers in the literature focused on controlling for 

intercept sampling in recreation demand analysis. Shaw (1988) develops a correction for both 

the truncation and endogenous stratification problems in the case of a single site Poisson 

count data model. Englin and Shonkwiler (1995) subsequently extended Shaw's correction to 

the case of the Negative Binomial (NB) count data model. The advantage of the NB model is 

that it allows for overdispersion (i.e., the situation in which the conditional mean number of 

trips is less than the conditional variance of trips), a common characteristic of recreation 

1 Predoctoral research associate and Professor, respectively, Department of Economics, Iowa State University. 
2 Primary researcher. 
3 Author for correspondence. 
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demand data. The limitation of both of these efforts is that they are focused on a single 

demand equation. 

The purpose of this paper is to consider the problem of controlling for on-site 

sampling in the context of a system (or panel) of demand equations.4 Specifically, we are 

concerned with the situation in which survey respondents are asked to provide information 

not only about the actual trips to a specific site (observed behavior), but also their anticipated 

trips (either under current conditions or given price and quality changes). The latter trip data, 

typically known as contingent behavior data, has been used to study the impact of changing 

environmental conditions (See, e.g., Rosenberger and Loomis, 1999; Whitehead et al., 2000; 

and Grijalva et ah, 2002). Unfortunately, if the observed and contingent behavior data are 

collected through an on-site survey, the sampling problems become more complex. The 

observed behavior data are, as before, subject to truncation and endogenous stratification. 

While the contingent behavior data are not directly impacted, they are incidentally truncated 

and endogenously stratified. That is, while the sampling does not exclude individuals who 

anticipate zero trips in the future, they are less likely because the sampling procedure has 

excluded individuals who took zero trips in the past and oversampled individuals who, at 

least in the past, frequently took trips. As a result, it is important to model the observed and 

contingent behavior data in a panel data framework, controlling for correlation between these 

data sources and the sampling mechanism used. 

In this paper, the multivariate Poisson-log normal (MPLN) model is used to jointly 

model the observed and contingent behavior data and to correct for on-site sampling. 

4 The literature has already shown a need for this research as evidenced by Englin et al. (2001), who 
acknowledge their inability to estimate population values since their panel data was collected on-site. 
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Aitchison and Ho (1989) first suggested the MPLN model but did not include regressors in 

their analysis. Munkin and Trivedi (1999) estimate a bivariate PLN model. The advantage of 

the MPLN specification is the fact that, as Shonkwiler (1995) notes, ".. .only the multivariate 

Poisson-lognormal distribution can both reproduce an arbitrary correlation structure and 

account for overdispersion." We modify the MPLN model to control for on-site sampling. 

The resulting model is used to analyze survey data collected on-site at Clear Lake in 

north central Iowa. Specifically, the survey data included observed trips for 2000 and 

contingent behavior trips for 2001 under both current prices and two sets of price increases. 

We find a substantial bias results if the sampling procedures are ignored, overstating both the 

average number of trips to the site (by a factor of 11) and the welfares associated with the 

recreational opportunities at Clear Lake. 

II. Correcting for On-Site Sampling 

It has long been recognized that, while on-site (or intercept) surveys provide a 

convenient mechanism for insuring that a sample includes site users, the resulting sample is 

no longer representative of the population as a whole. This section provides an overview of 

the corrections developed for the single-site setting. These corrections are then extended for 

the multivariate scenario. 

A. The Univariate Model 

Shaw (1988) was the first to recognize the complex set of problems that characterize 

on-site samples in recreation demand analysis. In addition to the count nature of the data (i.e., 

non-negative integers), he notes that on-site surveys exclude those who do not visit the site 

(truncation) and over sample those who frequent the site regularly (endogenous 
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stratification).5 His correction for these problems, based on the Poisson regression model, is 

both intuitive and easy to implement.6 

Shaw (1988) begins by assuming that population trips to the single site of interest 

follow a univariate Poisson distribution. That is, 

/ U l ^ . )= e x p K p- r .  y ,  -0,i,2,... (.) 
•V; • 

where yi denotes the number of trips taken by individual i, 

= exp(y?X) 

denotes the expected number of trips for an individual with characteristics vector xi, and /? 

denotes the unknown parameters of the distribution to be estimated. 

In correcting for the on-site sampling, Shaw assumes that visitors taking yi trips are 

y; times more likely to be sampled than someone who takes only one trip. He demonstrates 

that the on-site sample's distribution is then the product of the population distribution and 

odds (relative to an average individual) of being included in the sample; i.e., 

"2,  ̂ P) 

expHUW"-' „ 2 

"  U - l ) !  '  

5 As Shaw (1988) notes, a number of authors recognized earlier the truncation issue associated with on-site 
surveys, including Smith and Desvousges (1985). The issue of truncation in recreation demand was further 
discussed by Creel and Loomis (1990) and Grogger and Carson (1991). 
6 Shaw (1988) actually provides two solutions to the on-site sampling, one based on the Poisson regression 
model and a second based on a continuous regression model of trip data. We focus our attention here on the 
count data model, though the corrections could be adapted for the continuous setting. 
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The form of the on-site sample's distribution is convenient since it can be estimated using 

standard statistical packages designed to estimate a Poisson regression model. The only 

change required for on-site sampling is to replace yi with yt -1 as the dependent variable. 

One limitation of Shaw's model is, like all Poisson models, it imposes the assumption 

of equidispersion; i.e., 

In practice, however, recreation demand data typically exhibit overdispersion with the 

conditional trip variance exceeding the conditional trip mean. Following the logic of Shaw, 

Englin and Shonkwiler (1995) extend the on-site corrections to the negative binomial model. 

Specifically, if population trips are characterized by the negative binomial distribution 

& i = E { y \ x i )  =  V a r { y i \ x i ) .  (4) 

(5) 

then the on-site sample will be characterized by the distribution 

(6) 

In this case the mean and variance for the on-site sample are 

E ( y i \ x i )  =  X i + \  +  a i X i  (7) 

and 

(8) 

allowing for overdispersion and reducing to Shaw's Poisson model when ai -» 0. 
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B. The Multivariate Setting 

The results of the previous section apply only to the univariate setting. However, 

there are many examples in practice where a system of counts must be modeled. This is the 

case, for example, if intercept surveys are conducted at several sites simultaneously or if trip 

data are gathered at a single site for a series of years or under a series of hypothetical or 

actual scenarios. Laitila (1999) has addressed the former problem using independent Poisson 

distributions for each site and conditioning on the total number of trips taken. In this paper, 

we focus our attention on the latter problem. As noted above, the latter scenario has arisen in 

recent years, as recreation demand surveys frequently ask not only for information on past 

trips (observed behavior), but also inquire as to changes in trip behavior in future years and 

under hypothetical changes to the recreation site of interest (contingent behavior). We begin 

this section by reviewing the multivariate count data models and then develop corrections to 

those models for on-site samples. 

1. Multivariate Count Data Models 

The simplest extension of the univariate Poisson count data model to the multivariate 

setting is to assume that trip data follow independent Poisson distributions. Specifically, if 

y y denotes the number of trips that individual i would take (or has taken) under scenario j, 

then the joint conditional distribution for the vector of trips y.m =(yn,...,yu)' is given by 

(9) 

where 
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& ~ E { y y  ; x y  ) 
= GXp(^.%.) 

(10) 

and x^ — ..., x^ ) . 

The problem with the model in (9) is that the assumption of independence is unlikely 

to hold in practice. Individuals who have taken a large number of trips in the past (say yn ) 

are also likely to take a large number of trips in the future or under proposed changes to the 

site being studied (i.e., yi2,..., yu ). There have been a number of multivariate count data 

models developed in the literature to allow for correlation across counts for the same 

individual. Most of these models are mixed Poisson specifications that allow for a common 

shared source of unobserved heterogeneity in the counts for a given individual. Mixed 

Poisson models begin by assuming that there is an unobserved factor, vtj = expfc^ ), 

associated with trips taken by individual i under scenario j. If vVj were known, then the 

corresponding trips would follow a standard Poisson process, with 

With the Vy (or equivalently s y ) being unobserved, the relevant distribution for ja. becomes 

(11) 

and 

(12) 

= exp +g..), 
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/UK.)-f-JneXpKeXP(%^eXph)r
g(..)^-^, y,-M... (13, 

M • 

where g denotes the pdf for st,. Thus, the distribution of the trip vector, yu, becomes a 

mixture of Poisson distributions. There are two consequences of this mixing process. First, 

the equidispersion assumption in equation (4) will no longer apply to the individual trip data 

(i.e., the ytj 's). Second, allowing for correlation among the stj's across scenarios (/) for a 

given individual (i) will induce correlation among the corresponding y{j 's for that individual. 

In this paper, we will focus our attention on one such mixed Multivariate Poisson 

model, the Multivariate Poisson-Lognormal distribution (MPLN).7 The MPLN model was 

introduced by Aitchison and Ho (1989) and gets its name from the fact that the vector v;- is 

assumed to follow a multivariate lognormal distribution, or equivalently that sh follows a 

multivariate normal distribution; i.e., 

(14) 

Substituting this distributional assumption into (13), we then have that 

/ o u * . ) - h n e x p ( t ^ f e T i " S o r ] ^ - < 1 5 >  M y ij {2.K) |£2| 

The conditional trip means and variances become 

I^]  = 4  ^^  (16)  

and 

7 The MPLN model can be viewed as incorporating random individual effects. An alternative approach would 
be to allow for individual fixed effects. Hausman, Hall and Griliches (1984) develop a fixed effects model in the 
context of patents and R&D expenditures. Englin and Cameron (1996) apply their model in the recreation 
demand context. 
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Var [yy I xij~\=ôy+[exP H ) -1] » (17) 

where crj = Var^Sy xtj j. Thus, equidispersion results only if cr —> 0. Correlation among the 

trips emerges because 

Cov ^ ^ [exp (<r .* ) -1] , j f . (18) 

where crjk denotes the (j,k)th element of Q. One of the attractive features of the MPLN 

specification is that it does not restrict the sign of this correlation. The correlation between 

trips for two distinct scenarios j and k can be positive, negative, or zero and depends directly 

upon the sign of the corresponding aJk. The downside of the MPLN specification is that, at 

the estimation stage, the pdf in (15) requires integration over a /-dimensional integral. 

However, either standard numerical procedures or simulation techniques can be used to 

address this problem as long as the number of scenarios, J, remains relatively small; i.e., less 

than eight. 

An alternative to the MPLN model is the Multivariate Poisson Gamma (MPG) 

specification.8 In this case, it is assumed that there is a single unobserved factor, «,, shared 

by all trip scenarios for the same individual; i.e., 

and that ui follows a gamma (a, a) distribution with a mean of 1 and a variance of a 1. 

Substituting this assumption into (13) yields9 

8 The MPG specification was introduced by Arbous and Kerrich (1951) in a bivariate context and subsequently 
extended by Bates and Neyman (1952) and Nelson (1985). In the economics literature, Hausman, Hall and 
Griliches (1984) use the MPG model as a random effects model to capture correlation between patents and 
R&D expenditures. 
9 See Winkelmann (2000, p. 196). 

V.. - ui V/ (19) 
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( j 
r y 1 

r Y,Àij+a 

Y Zyj+a 

\M J V J=1 y 
FI-^» Jij -0,1,2,... (20) 

r(«) 

The corresponding conditional means and variances are given by 

^k i4- ]=4 (21) 

and 

(22) 

Thus, the degree of overdispersion is a decreasing function of a . The covariance between 

trip responses for a given individual becomes 

One advantage of the MPG specification is the closed form nature of the count probabilities 

in equation (20), avoiding the need for numerical or simulation based integration when 

estimating the model. However, unlike the MPLN, the MPG imposes considerable structure 

on the correlation among the counts, requiring the correlations to always be positive and 

driven by the single parameter a . 

2. Controlling for On-Site Sampling 

The problem of on-site sampling emerges for the application we are considering 

because the first of the trip scenarios, _/M, corresponds to current trips to the site in question. 

Thus, yn is truncated, excluding observations in the population with yn = 0, and 

endogenously stratified, with the sample over representing individuals that frequently visit 

the site. If we were only interested in observed trip behavior, then the univariate Poisson, 

(23) 
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Negative Binomial (both described in the previous section), or the univariate PLN model 

could be applied. However, individuals visiting the site are asked not only about their actual 

trip taking behavior to the site, but also about how often they plan to visit the site in future 

years and under a variety of possible changes to the site, generating a vector of trip counts 

yt. = (yn,y i 2 , - . . ,yu)  • The contingent behavior trips _y;>l = (yi2yu) , while not directly 

truncated or endogenously stratified, are impacted by the on-site nature of the survey through 

the correlation between yn and yt_ 1. Specifically, following the same logic as Shaw (1988) 

used in the univariate case, 

fosi{yi.\xi.) = ~, 1 y h =i>2,...\yi_l = 0,1,... (24) 
^  ( X i  I  x i - )  

where the subscript OS1 is used to denote the fact that the on-site sampling directly impacts 

the trips for scenario j-1. 

If the trips are independently distributed and each follow a Poisson process, then 

/oS,(y,.l%)=eXP(7^')(y (25) 
Ui-1)! j=2 ygl 

If the MPLN specification applies, however, then 

yi-1 =o,i,... 

A similar correction applies for the MPG specification, yielding: 
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\ f j x ̂ y'j+a 

a"  É4-+* 
y (27) 

V(A) 

yi-1- o,i,... 

While we have estimated the MPG model, the results were clearly dominated by the MPLN 

specification in terms of a likelihood dominance criterion and the Akaike information 

criterion. In the remainder of this paper, we focus our attention exclusively on the MPLN 

specification, though the results from the MPG model are available from the authors upon 

request. 

III. Data and Model Specification 

The data used in our empirical application are drawn from an intercept survey of 

visitors to Clear Lake located in north central Iowa. Visitors' names and addresses were 

collected on-site in the summer of 2000. These individuals were then mailed a survey in 

October, 2000. The survey asked respondents to provide four trip totals: 

• Observed Behavior (OB'): Their total number of trips to Clear Lake between 

November 1999 and October 2000. 

• Contingent Behavior (CBn): Their anticipated number of trips in 2001, given current 

travel costs. 

• Contingent Behavior (CBiV Their anticipated number of trips in 2001, given an 

increase in the total cost per trip of %B. Specifically, individuals were asked: 

"Suppose that the price of visiting Clear Lake increases by $B per trip (due for 

example to gas prices, user fees, or equipment costs). How many times would you 
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visit next year?" The value of B was randomly assigned to each survey respondent 

and varied across individuals in the sample from $3 to $15, with a mean of $7.26. 

• Contingent Behavior (CB?V Their anticipated number of trips in 2001, given a price 

increase of $C per trip, where OB. Again, the value of C was randomly assigned to 

each survey respondent and varied across individuals in the sample from $7 to $30, 

with a mean of $16.88. 

In addition to gathering trip data, the survey also asked a series of contingent valuation 

questions, inquired as to the respondents' attitudes towards water quality improvements, and 

gathered socio-demographic information. 

Of the 1,024 individuals intercepted at Clear Lake, 626 (or 62.7% of the deliverable 

surveys) returned a completed mail survey. In the analysis below, individuals were excluded 

from the final sample if they reported seasonal trips in excess of 52, allowing one trip per 

weekend. This resulted in 36 individuals being excluded from the sample. We also excluded 

households whose travel time was greater than five hours one way. Clear Lake is a unique 

natural lake in Iowa and does draw travelers from around the state. However, it is a regional 

attraction and the assumption is that anyone traveling from farther than five hours likely 

made the journey primarily for reasons other than to visit the lake. This excluded 19 

additional households. Finally, for simplicity, a balanced panel was obtained by excluding 

visitors who did not answer all of the trip questions. The final sample size used in the 

analysis was 7V=543. 

In the models estimated below, the average number of trips under scenario j (A.)is 

assumed to be a function of the travel cost to Clear Lake, household income, and socio-

demographic characteristics of the household. Specifically, 
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& = exp + ̂ .z,. ), (28) 

where R denotes the roundtrip travel costs from individual z's home to Clear Lake and back, 

Ii denotes individual z's annual income, and zi is a vector of socio-demographic 

characteristics of the household, including: 

• Male =1 if the survey respondent is male, =0 otherwise; 

• Age = the age of the survey respondent; 

• Age2; 

• School = 1 if the survey respondent has attended or completed some level of post-

high school education; and 

• Household = the total number of household members. 

For observed trips (OB) and forecasted trips for 2001 (CBQ), travel costs were computed as 

$0.25 times the round-trip travel distance, computed using PCMiler, plus one third the 

respondent's wage rate times their round-trip travel time. Ptj for CBi and CB? are computed 

in the same fashion, except that $B and $C are added to the travel costs, respectively. 

Table 1 provides a summary of the data used in the analysis. There are a number of 

attributes of the raw trip data that are worth noting. First, for all four trip variables, the 

unconditional mean number of trips in the sample is roughly the same order of magnitude as 

the corresponding unconditional standard deviation, indicating that the unconditional 

variance will be eight to twelve times the unconditional mean. This suggests that 

overdispersion is likely to be a problem for all four trip variables and that a simple Poisson 

model for each trip variable will be inappropriate. Second, the observed number of trips (OB) 

is large, with households in the sample averaging over a dozen trips per year. This should 
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not, however, be interpreted as indicative of the population as a whole, but rather a reflection 

of the on-site sampling process. Households who frequent Clear Lake are more likely to be 

included in the sample precisely because they were more likely to be there when the 

intercepts occurred, hence inflating the sample average number of trips relative to the 

population's average. Third, the observed trips (OB) are slightly higher (12.32) than the 

number of trips anticipated by the survey respondents for 2001, suggesting relatively stable 

demand for visits to Clear Lake between 2000 and 2001. Fourth, and finally, the anticipated 

number of trips for 2001 decrease, as expected, with the total cost per trip, from an average 

number of trips just under 12 per year under current conditions (CBQ) to approximately 7.5 

trips per year given an average cost increase of $17 per trip (CB2). Thus, households appear 

to be responding to the hypothetical price increase at least in the direction expected. 

Table 1. Summary Statistics 

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Minimum Maximum 
OB trips (Xi) 12.32 11.86 1 52 

CBo trips ( y i 2 )  11.71 11.77 0 50 

CBi trips (y*) 10.29 10.86 0 50 

CB2 trips ( yi4 ) 7.33 9.12 0 50 

Travel Cost (Pn =Pi2) $56.73 $56.62 $5.37 $512.50 

Travel Cost + $5 ( Pi3 ) $64.00 $57.54 $8.37 $522.50 

Travel Cost + $C{PiA) $73.61 $58.90 $12.37 $537.50 

Household Income ( /. ) $59,752 $37,713 $7,500 $200,000 
Male 0.63 0.48 0 1 

43.62 1159 15 82 
Education 0.74 0.44 0 1 

Number of Household 
3.07 1.40 1 9 

Members 
3.07 1.40 1 

Turning to the socio-demographic data, we find that the percentage of males (63%), 

average household income, and level of education are higher in the sample than in the Iowa 
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population as a whole. This, in part, is also a consequence of the on-site nature of the survey 

process, as frequent recreationists are more likely to be included in the sample and these, in 

turn, are more likely to be males with a higher level of income and education. 

In estimating the MPLN model using the Clear Lake data, several restrictions were 

imposed on the form of the 's (i.e. expected trips). First, we assume that the J3' s in 

equation (28) are the same across the three contingent behavior trips, with expected trips 

changing only due to changes in the corresponding price levels. Second, we assume that the 

socio-demographic factors (other than income) impact the expected number of trips in the 

same way for both observed trips and the three contingent trips.10 The resulting functional 

forms for the Ztj ' s are given by: 

Finally, we also impose a restriction on the structure of the variance-covariance matrix for 

the MPLN model. Specifically, we assume that O in equation (14) is given by 

exp (/?o os + PpfiB^n + Pr.oB^i + & zi ) j ~ 1 
A-; = i (29) 

Q = 

(30) 
Poc°oGc Poc^c 

Pcc°c 

Poc°o°c 

Pcc°c 

Pcc^c 

10 A more general specification allowing the demographic effects to differ between observed trips and 
contingent trips was estimated, but the differences between the OB and CB parameters were not statistically 
different as a group based on a likelihood ratio test. 
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This implies that the unobserved error component for the three contingent trips (CBo, CBi, 

and CB2) have the same covariances with each other and with the observed trip data. 

IV. Results 

Table 2 provides the estimates of the MPLN model.11 We present estimates both with 

and without the correction for on-site sampling. Several patterns emerge in the results. First, 

the price and income coefficients have the expected signs and are statistically significant at a 

one percent level for both observed and contingent behavior trips. All else equal, an increase 

in travel cost decreases the expected number of trips, whereas trips increase with income. 

Second, these coefficients (i.e., the J3's ) do not differ substantially between the observed 

and contingent trips. However, the price responsiveness is lower among the contingent trips 

than for the observed trips, whereas contingent trips are more sensitive to income than 

observed trips. Third, the price and income coefficients do not change substantially with the 

correction for on-site sampling, though they are generally smaller in size. 

Turning to the socio-demographic characteristics, the results are less consistent across 

the corrected and uncorrected models. For the MPLN specification corrected for on-site 

sampling, all of the socio-demographic characteristics (except the number of household 

members) are statistically significant and have the expected signs. Men are found to take 

significantly more recreational trips to Clear Lake than women and the relationship between 

age and trips is quadratic, with the young and old taking more trips than middle aged 

11 The MPLN model was estimated using maximum simulated likelihood following Munkin and Trivedi (1999). 
Hess, Train and Polak (2003) develop a new simulation technique using randomly shifted and shuffled uniform 
vectors. We employ this technique using 1000 draws in the simulation. The authors would like to thank 
Kenneth Train for suggesting this method of simulation and also thank Stephane Hess for providing the gauss 
code and suggestions for implementation. 
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individuals. Having attended college decreases recreational trips. For the uncorrected 

specifications, the socio-demographic coefficients are generally less significant. 

Table 2. Multivariate Poisson LogNormal Models 
(Standard Errors in Parentheses)3 

Corrected for On-Site Not Corrected for On-Site 
Parameter Sampling Sampling 

PofiB 
0.74" 1.94" 

PofiB (0.09) (0.04) 

Po,CB 
0.55" 1.57" 

Po,CB (0.09) (0.05) 

PpfiB 
-1.57" -1.58" 

PpfiB (0.07) (0.07) 

PP,CB 
-1.48" -1.66" 

PP,CB (0.05) (0.06) 

PI,OB 
0.95" 1.08" 

PI,OB (0.10) (0.09) 

Pl,CB 
1.06" 1.31" 

Pl,CB (0.08) (0.08) 

Male 27.40" 9.71 
Male 

(4.45) (5.05) 
-4.20" -2.98" 
(0.69) (0.94) 
0.04" 0.03" 

(0.007) (0.01) 

School 
17.82" 13.04* 

School 
(4.45) (6.28) 

Household 
-4.03* 0.77 

Household 
(1.77) (2.40) 
1.17** 0.95" 

°O (0.04) (0.03) 

AC 
1.26" 1.10** 

AC (0.04) (0.03) 
0.95" 0.92" 

Poc (0.006) (0.01) 

Pcc 
0.99" 0.98" 

Pcc (0.002) (0.004) 
LogLik -6,153.39 -6,105.32 

* Significant at 5% level; **significant at 1% level. 
aAll of the parameters are scaled by 100, except the constants (which are unsealed), 
and the income coefficient (which is scaled by 100,000). 
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Finally, it is worth noting the parameters associated with the mixing distribution. For 

the MPLN model, we clearly reject both equidispersion and independence of the observed 

and contingent trip data. The correlation among the trips is high, with both poc and pcc 

estimated to be positive and close to one. Both a0 and ac are significantly different from 

zero, indicating overdispersion in the data. 

The parameter estimates in Table 2 can be used to illustrate implications of the 

models in terms of trip behavior and the implied welfare gains associated with each trip. 

Table 3 a provides estimates of the consumer surplus per trip calculated as CSV = fipj for 

both observed trips (/'=!) and predicted trips for 2001 (/=2). Both models the corrected and 

uncorrected predict roughly the same consumer surplus per trip, ranging from $60 to $68. 

Correcting for the on-site sampling leads to a somewhat larger surplus measure, with an 

increase of 12% for predicted trips. 

The big impact, however, from correcting for on-site sampling comes in the form of 

the predicted number of trips. Table 3b provides estimates of the population average trips. 

For the MPLN model this corresponds to ôtj in equation (16). As expected, there is a 

substantial difference between the average numbers of trips when the model is corrected for 

on-site sampling versus when it is not. Without this correction, average trips range from 

13.43 to 14.24. This is consistent with the sample averages reported in Table 1. However, 

correcting for the on-site sampling, we see a substantial drop in the estimated average 

number of trips in the population. For the MPLN model the average is reduced by two-thirds 

to only five trips per household. The estimates in Table 3b are based upon the average 

household characteristics (i.e., age, income, education, etc.) found in the survey sample. 
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However, these too are biased by the on-site sampling process. Table 3c recalculates the 

estimated average number of trips using population averages for the explanatory variables 

drawn from the 2000 census data for Iowa households. The average number of trips per 

household drops further as a result to under one and a half trips per household. 

Table 3. Fitted Trips and Consumer Surplus Measures 
from the MPLN Model 

Corrected for On-Site 
Sampling 

Not Corrected for On-
Site Sampling 

a. Consumer Surplus Per Trip 
63.72" 
(2.77) 

63.47" 
(2.77) 

67.80" 
(2.51) 

60.42" 
(2.14) 

b. Fitted Population Trips 

E [ y n \ x n ]  
5.51 

(11.15) 
14.24 

(20.42) 

E \yn 1 xi2 ] 
5.63 

(13.14) 
13.43 

(25.11) 

c. Fitted Population Trips (corrected for population 
characteristics) 

E 1 x/i ] 
1.28 

(2.45) 
1.39 

(2.99) 

Finally, there are a number of hypothesis tests of interest. The first of the hypothesis 

tests we consider constrains the parameters of the observed and contingent behavior trip 

functions to be the same; i.e., (3k 0 = fik C, k = 0,P,I. The results are reported in column three 

of Table 4. In general, the resulting parameters are a compromise between the observed and 

contingent behavior parameters, but the hypothesis itself is clearly rejected with a p-value of 

less than 0.001. 
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Table 4. Hypothesis Tests Using Multivariate Poisson-Lognormal Model 
(Standard Errors in Parentheses)3 

Consistency 

Parameter Unrestricted Pk,o ~ Pk,c-> ^ - 0,P,I Restricted Correlation 

fid,OB 0.74" 0.29* 
(0.09) 0.68" (0.12) 

Po,CB 0.55" (0.07) 0.16 
(0.09) (0.12) 

fip,0B -1.57" -1.67** 
(0.07) -1.46" (0.08) 

Pp,CB 4^
 

00
 (0.05) -1.50** 

(0.05) (0.07) 

Pi,OB 0.95" 1.30" 
(0.10) 0.99" (0.15) 

Pl,CB 1.06" (0.08) 1.40** 
(0.08) (0.15) 

Male 27.40" 26.72" 17.71 
(4.45) (5.03) (10.81) 

Age -4.20" -4.58** -5.87** 
(0.69) (0.91) (1.27) 

Age2 0.04" 0.04" 0.06" 
(0.007) (0.009) (0.01) 

School 17.82" 18.07** 15.73 
(4.45) (4.86) (9.25) 

Household -4.03* -5.17" 1.15 
(1.77) (1.82) (3.47) 

1.17" 1.20** 
(0.04) (0.03) 1.25" 
1.26" 1.23** (0.04) 

(0.04) (0.03) 

Poc 0.95" 0.94** 
(0.006) (0.006) 

Pcc 0.99" 0.99" 
(0.002) (0.003) 

LogLik -6,153.39 -6,237.72 -6,259.33 

%df=3 168.66 
* Significant at 5% level; ** significant at 1% level. 
3All of the parameters are scaled by 100, except the constants (which are unsealed), and the 
income coefficient (which is scaled by 100,000). 
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The second restricted version of the model replaces the multivariate lognormal 

mixing distribution with a single lognormal variable (i.e., sij = si ~ N(0,cr2)V/ ). 

Essentially, we are restricting ct0 = <rc and poc = pcc = 1. This mimics the structure of 

the MPG distribution, but uses a lognormal mixing distribution rather than a gamma one. 

While this model represents a boundary restriction on correlation parameters, making a 

standard likelihood ratio test problematic, the large reduction in the log-likelihood 

function suggests little support for this alternative specification. 

V. Conclusions 

On-site samples are frequently used in recreation demand analysis to insure that users 

of the site in question are represented in the sample. It has long been recognized that this 

results in a sample that is both truncated and endogenously stratified with respect to the 

respondents' reported trips to the site. The correction procedures that have been previously 

developed focused on observed trip data alone (e.g., Shaw, 1988, and Englin and Shonkwiler, 

1995). However, researchers are frequently incorporating contingent behavior questions into 

their recreation demand surveys as well, asking households to indicate their future trip plans 

and how their trips might change given price or quality changes to the site in question (See, 

e.g., Rosenberger and Loomis, 1999; Azevedo, Herriges, and Kling, 2003; and Grijalva, et al. 

2002). While the contingent behavior trip responses are not directly truncated or 

endogenously stratified, they are impacted indirectly through their correlation with observed 

trips. The contingent behavior data, like its observed counterpart, will not be representative 

of the population as a whole. In this paper, we have presented an extension of Shaw's (1988) 

correction to a multivariate setting using the MPLN model. 
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The empirical analysis, using data from an intercept survey at Clear Lake in 

northcentral Iowa, indicates that the failure to correct for on-site sampling procedures results 

in substantial bias in the estimated average number of trips to the site, both observed and 

contingent, overstating population trip levels by a factor of 11. The impact on the estimated 

consumer surplus per trip is somewhat small. We also reject the hypothesis that the observed 

and contingent trips follow exactly the same demand structure, but the differences, while 

statistically significant, appear to be minor. 
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CHAPTER 3. COMBINING REVEALED PREFERENCE AND TWO STATED 
PREFERENCE DATA: CONTINGENT BEHAVIOR AND CONTINGENT 

VALUATION 

A paper to be submitted to ajournai in the field 

Kevin J. Egan 

I. Introduction 

The travel cost model was one of the first models used to measure non-market 

environmental goods. The model is applied extensively but used alone, with only revealed 

preference data, it is difficult to measure a quality change. Quality changes may take 

decades to materialize. Policymakers would like welfare benefit information before the 

proposed quality improvements are undertaken. Thus, stated preference information such as 

contingent valuation and contingent behavior questions were key approaches to gain this 

valuable information ex-ante. 

More recently researchers asked both travel cost and contingent valuation questions 

to take advantage of the strengths of each type of data. Cameron (1992) was the first paper 

to combine the two sources of information into one joint model. There are many reasons to 

combine travel cost and contingent valuation data. Maybe the most compelling reason is the 

increased precision garnered from using more information to estimate the parameters. The 

revealed preference information imposes the discipline of the market on the stated preference 

data while allowing stated preference data to fill-in some information about preferences not 

captured by revealed preference data. 

Also, the same individuals are answering both types of questions. It is theoretically 

possible to model all the data as being derived from one set of preferences. However 
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Cameron's paper is not a utility theoretic model. She used an ad-hoc error structure since 

both her utility difference function for the contingent valuation data and her demand function 

for the travel cost data had additive errors, impossible to derive from one another. Huang, 

Haab, and Whitehead (1997) proposed a model that is utility theoretic. This model is 

discussed in detail in the next section. 

Layman, Boyce, and Criddle (1996) was the first paper to measure a quality change 

using contingent behavior questions as an alternative to contingent valuation. The authors 

argued many advantages of using contingent behavior questions. One is that contingent 

behavior data is identical in form to travel cost data, therefore, hypothetical trips are easier 

for the visitor to understand as an "ordinary commodity" with a price (travel cost) and 

substitutes (other lakes). 

Huang, Haab, and Whitehead (1997) combine all three types of information (RP and 

the two SP data, contingent behavior and contingent valuation) for a quality change. This 

paper will utilize Huang, Haab, and Whitehead's model to analyze information from a portion 

of the Clear Lake survey focusing on visitors' responses to water quality improvement 

scenarios. 

Another modeling issue arises due to the sample being collected on-site. The 

observed behavior data (actual reported trips) are truncated at one (excluding non-users) and 

endogenously stratified (over sampling those individuals who are more frequent users of the 

site). The contingent behavior data (anticipated trips given the improved quality conditions) 

are incidentally impacted as the over-sampled individuals who took higher actual trips are 

also more likely to anticipate taking higher contingent behavior trips. Therefore, the 

contingent behavior data is incidentally over-sampled. 
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This paper also utilizes contingent valuation data which again is incidentally 

impacted since the individuals answering the contingent valuation questions are not 

representative of the population. To get unbiased estimates one needs a joint model that 

corrects for the incidental truncation and endogenous stratification. In this paper I extend 

Huang, Haab, and Whitehead's joint model by adapting the correction for on-site sampling 

derived by Shaw (1988). Due to the on-site sampling, then the joint model not only utilizes 

more information but it is a necessity to get unbiased estimates from the contingent valuation 

data. 

Section II derives the analytical model and section III details the estimation 

procedures with the travel cost model estimated first to compute annual consumer surplus. 

Then the bid function approach will be employed to estimate WTP from the contingent 

valuation questions. Finally a theoretically consistent model will be derived that jointly 

utilizes the RP and the two SP information, contingent behavior and contingent valuation 

data. 

II. Analytical Model for Combining Contingent Behavior and Contingent Valuation 

Data 

This section's discussion follows closely the joint model in Huang, Haab, and 

Whitehead (1997) [HHW]. To begin, define the visitor's willingness to pay for the quality 

improvement as an equivalent variation measure: 

where e(-) is the expenditure function, p is the price of a recreation trip (the travel cost), m is 

income, q is the current level of quality, and q is the improved level of quality. The 

(1) 
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reference level of utility is u = [v[p,q* ,rn^ implying the visitor's property rights are with 

the future improved quality level. In the survey it is described to the visitor as a future 

improvement, but it could easily be depicted as a return to some historical level of water 

quality since the lake has been deteriorating for 50 years. Therefore, equivalent variation is 

the appropriate measure by establishing some historically higher quality level as the 

reference point. 

Substituting u = v(p,q*,rnj  into the WTP variation function equation (1) yields: 

Assuming that g is a normal good, the partial derivative of equation (2) with respect to 

income is then: 

where ev is the marginal cost of utility evaluated at q, v*m is the marginal utility of income 

evaluated at q , and ju = evv*m > 1. The marginal utility of income transfers dollars into 

"utils" at the margin at the higher quality level and the marginal cost of utility transfers 

"utils" back into dollars at the margin but at the degraded quality level. When evaluated at 

the same quality level v*m - l/ev and the transfer of "utils" to dollars and vice-versa is 

equivalent. Now fx can be defined as fj. = eJ ev. When quality is a normal good, then the 

marginal cost of utility is greater with the degraded quality and the income effect will be 

(2) 

dm ôv dm 
(3) 
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positive. If the marginal utility of income is constant then ju, equals one and the income effect 

is zero1. 

The partial derivative of equation (2) with respect to p is: 

dp dp dv dp 

Using Shephard's Lemma and Roy's Identity respectively: 

V 

Vm 

and substituting them into equation (4) yields: 

(5) 

= xh - /JXm* 

where xh is the hicksian demand at the current quality level and xm* is the marshallian 

demand at the higher quality level. Since at the original level of quality, xh = xm, then: 

- = (6) 

The partial derivatives (equations (3) and (6)) can be used to derive the link between 

the visitor's contingent valuation and contingent behavior responses. Assume a linear WTP 

function as HHW have done: 

w i=a + P Pi + Am i  + cTj su  (7) 

1 See Whitehead (1995, p. 209). 
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where sxi is the normally distributed error term. Now take the partial derivative of equation 

(7) with respect to own price and income and then set the results equal to the previous 

derivations (i.e. equations (3) and (6)): 

— = ̂  = (g) 

^- = X = H~\. (9) 
dm 

Substituting /d -1 for k in equation (7) yields: 

wi=a + Ppi + (y« -1) mi + <7,^;. (10) 

Solving equation (8) for xm : 

and letting x. denote the visitor's revealed number of trips to Clear Lake over the last year 

and xt + cr2£2i denote the visitor's stated number of trips under the improved water quality 

scenario (where s2i is the visitor's measurement error from the mean stated number of trips 

(x* ) ), then equation (8) can be written as: 

+ '+<%)- (11) 

The previous two equations: 

WTP Variation Function: w. = a + jipi + (// -1) ml^ + <y{£u (10) 

Trip Change Function: xt= j3 + /u(x* + <J2£2i ) (11) 

are theoretically derived functions which will be used to measure the quality change. As 

HHW note, "stated and revealed preference for a quality improvement are analytically 
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consistent since the own-price effects on WTP are directly related to the measure of 

recreation behavior change." 

To gain more intuition about the functions consider the special case in which // 

equals one, (i.e. meaning the marginal utility of income is constant). The above functions 

reduce to: 

WTP Variation Function: wt - a + p; + axsu 

Trip Change Function: %,=/) + x* + cr2£2i. 

Solving for the expected additional trips taken in response to the improvement in 

environmental quality provides a convenient interpretation of ft : 

E ( X i - X i )  =  E ( P  +  ° 2 S 2 i )  

i.e., P equals the expected additional trips taken in response to the improvement in 

environmental quality. 

III. Estimation Procedures 

This section begins by discussing estimation procedures for the travel cost model, 

which jointly models the observed behavior and contingent behavior data as well as 

correcting for on-site sampling. Next to be discussed is the estimation procedure for the 

WTP variation function separately, and then the joint estimation procedure of the trip change 

function and the WTP variation function corrected for on-site sampling. 
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A. Travel Cost Model 

Assume the observed (x;) and contingent (x*) trips from the on-site sample are 

conditionally (given the independent variables z. and z* ) bivariate Poisson-lognormally 

distributed2 

f  ( x  x ' \ z  z ' ) -  Y (  * «vMW 

Inao* \j\-p2 

where the expected trips are specified as 

exp 

X; ! x,. ! 
(12) 

ds.dS: 

A t  = exp {a + PPi + 7m
l  + oe, ) 

A* - exp (a + S*D + 0* pt + y*mi + cr* et) 
(13) 

allowing different coefficients for the observed and contingent trips. Specifically, x. is the 

total number of recreation trips to Clear Lake from November 1999 to October 2000 and x* 

is the total number of recreation trips to Clear Lake reported under plan B, a proposed water 

quality improvement. A dummy variable (D) is included for the contingent behavior data 

since the visitors were sent two different water quality improvement scenarios, one 

describing a moderate water quality improvement (D - 0) and the other describing a larger 

improvement (Z> = l). The visitor's income is mi , and pt is the price of a recreation trip. It 

is estimated by the equation: 

PI=ci + JlWi (14) 

2 See Chapter 2 of this dissertation for derivation of the multivariate Poisson-lognormal model corrected for on-
site sampling. 
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where c, is the visitor's out-of-pocket travel cost. The visitor's round trip travel time is 7], 

and Wi denotes the wage rate. The proportion at which the travel time is valued is 

represented by 77. For simplicity assume rj is a fixed fraction equal to one-third3. In 

calculating p{ in this way it is assumed the visitors are able to choose hours worked at the 

margin. Another simplifying assumption is that all trips to the lake are for roughly the same 

amount of time, or that length of stay at the lake is inconsequential in the modeling process. 

B. WTP Variation Function 

The bid function approach (Cameron, 1988) will be used to estimate the WTP 

variation function (equation (10)). The visitor can be expected to answer yes to the 

referendum format contingent valuation question if her true willingness to pay, w., is more 

than the bid value, Bt. Thus, the probability the visitor will say yes is: 

Pr(yes) = Pr(w. > Bt ) = Pr (a + f5pi + (/i -1) mi + SlD + axsu > Bi ) 

= Pr f i ,> 
Bj — cc — j3p{ —(jU — l) mi + SyD 

=  1 - 0  

= CD 

Bt -a-Ppi-[ju-l)mi + SlD 

CTi 

~B; + ex + fipi + — l) mi + ô}D 

where ® denotes the standard normal cdf, and again added is D, the dummy variable 

representing the two versions of the survey. The probability the visitor will say no is simply 

the complement to the above probability. Letting 7, be the indicator variable which equals 

3 Cesario (1976) suggested valuing travel time at one-third the wage rate. 
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one if the survey respondent answers yes and equals zero otherwise, then the log-likelihood 

function can be written as: 

zz = 2>g O 
i=\ 

r ~B- + cc + /3 Pj + (ju — + 8XD 

cr, 
(15) 

where qi - 2L -1. 

By the method of maximum likelihood estimation the coefficients a,p,/u,ôx, m are 

estimated.4 Substituting the coefficients back into the WTP variation function: 

—ex 
Wi 

CV ~ ~ ~ \ r? 
i — cc + fiPtr + ( /J — \\ yni + 8^D 

(16) w = ==• 

ĉ .CV 
where w is one of three estimates this paper will be calculating of the visitor's willingness 

to pay for the quality improvement. This WTP estimate is labeled CV since it uses the 

contingent valuation question. Note however, unlike the usual bid function approach, the 

WTP variation function does not exclusively use contingent valuation data since #, the 

travel cost, is included as an explanatory variable. 

However, when the sample is collected on-site the WTP estimates from the bid 

function approach may be biased due to the sample not being representative of the 

population. If visitors with high observed trips (i.e. those who are over-sampled) are more 

likely to answer yes to the contingent valuation question, then the WTP estimates from the 

bid function approach will be biased upward. One way to correct the contingent valuation 

4 A quadratic price coefficient was estimated, however it was not significant, and the hypothesis of excluding 
the term could not be rejected based on a likelihood ratio test. 
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estimates is to estimate a joint model like the one HHW have derived, where the joint density 

is corrected for on-site sampling. 

C. Joint Estimation 

To begin, I will discuss the joint estimation assuming a random population sample 

and then I will discuss the correction to the log-likelihood function for on-site sampling. To 

jointly model equations (10) and (11), both functions will be combined into one log-

likelihood function where the correlated errors will be accounted for by assuming a bivariate 

normal distribution, (su, e2i ) ~ N ( 0,0, erf, a\, p ). Then if the parameters are restricted to be 

equal, the log-likelihood function will be estimated resulting in one willingness to pay 

estimate. 

The joint distribution for visitor i is then: 

cc + f3 Pi + (ju — l) m; + 8XD 

/? + jUX- + JUS2D 

where cr12 = ^ ^ ^. Following HHW the joint distribution can be written as the distribution 

of w; conditional on %, multiplied by the distribution of x; : / ( w;, xt ) = / ( wt | xt ) f (%. ). 

1- 1 
f-wi 

~ N 
X-

V-

2 - X 
o-i M&12 

V 

The conditional distribution of w; is: 

wi x • ~ N a + fipi+(ju-1) mt + 5[Z) + pcjx 
^ x; — J3 — J-ixi + JUS2D 

,(l-p2)crf 

The joint distribution combines the continuous trips with the discrete WTP responses. This 

distribution can be written as the product of a Bernoulli distribution conditional on the trip 

decision and the density function of trips: 
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Bj + cc + J3pt + (// — l) W2; + SVD)/ cTJ + p{xt — fi — p.xi — juS2D^j / //<r2 

0-"=)* 

%i — fi — juxt — JUS2D 

lia2 

0 

1 - 0  
(~Bi + a + fipi + (/^-1)mi + S{D)/cr, + p{xt -/?- fix* -JUÔ2D)//zcr2 

( i - / )  

where /. equals one if the survey respondent indicated yes to the contingent valuation 

question and equals zero otherwise, and (j) and O are the normal density and cumulative 

distribution functions. The log-likelihood function is then: 

LL = -nln^cr2V2;r 
2 <J1 ,=1 \JU V 

V 

h J 111 o 

/ 

1, 

L V 

x (3 
(—B. + a + fSp. + (// — l) wz. + I CJ1+ p — x. — S2D 

' ' ' M 

\ \ 

/CT2 

y 

O-"')' 
y j  

(17) 

where qt = 27. -1. The first line is the log-likelihood function for estimating the trip change 

function. The second line is the log-likelihood function for estimating the conditional 

distribution of the WTP variation function (i.e. w{ \xl ). 

Shaw (1988) corrects for truncation and endogenous stratification by calculating the 

on-site sample's density function. Shaw assumes that visitors taking x trips are xt times 

more likely to be intercepted than someone who takes only one trip. Using this assumption, 

he shows the on-site sample's density function can be written as 

fos (Xl I Z i ) ~  

x, 

E [ x A z i ]  

/k |z , ) ,  (18) 
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where the population density is reweighted by the ratio of the observed value and the 

expected value. If the distribution is normal then 

E [ x i \ z i \ ^ e ' z i + a Q ( d i )  (19) 

where =#'z, /cr, r; = ((/.), g(^) = l/(<f,+ %), ^(</;) and ® ((/,-) are, 

respectively the standard normal density and cumulative distribution function evaluated at 

dt. The reweighting procedure Shaw derives in equation (18) and (19) can be applied to 

HHW's trip change function such that the joint log-likelihood function is 

LL = -nki^cr^lTT )- I 2a-; « VP p 

+ Zln *,• - Zln k°(4 )+0 (d, ) ]  

(-5 + a + j3p, + (fi -1) m. + S^D) I cr l+ p 

(20) 

i-^ln <E> 
' i -1- x;s2D 
\M V J_ 

/ cr 

L V 

IV. The Data 

In the summer of 2000 visitors to Clear Lake were intercepted at the boat ramps, 

beaches, and fishing docks. A total of 1,024 intercepted visitors agreed to participate in the 

mail survey which occurred in October, 2000. The visitors were paid $5 for a returned 

survey. Of the deliverable surveys 626 were returned resulting in a 62.7% response rate. 

The survey was conducted to measure visitor's and local resident's willingness to pay 

for quality improvements to Clear Lake. The visitor's survey contains different quality 

improvement plans, and this paper focuses on one in particular, Plan B, which consisted of a 

moderate and a high water quality improvement. However all of the analysis is easily 
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extended to the other plans. See Azevedo, Herriges, Kling (2001) for survey summary 

statistics. 

There are three questions of interest in the survey.5 The visitors were first asked a 

revealed preference question. It asked the visitors to report the number of trips they had 

taken to Clear Lake over the last year. They were then asked two stated preference 

questions. The first being a contingent behavior question asking them for the number of trips 

they would have taken over the past year to Clear Lake if conditions were as described under 

Plan B, the proposed water quality improvement. Second, the visitors were asked a 

referendum format contingent valuation question about the same quality change scenario. 

The quality change is described in terms of fish variety and catch, bacteria levels and algae 

blooms, water odor and color, and clarity of the lake. 

A. Data Set Restrictions 

Of the 626 returned surveys, 44 respondents did not answer the trip questions or the 

CV question and were therefore discarded. The visitors who reported unusually large travel 

distance or excessive reported trips were also excluded. This was done by limiting the travel 

time one way to 5 hours (20 surveys discarded) and limiting the number of total trips to 52 

(34 discarded), allowing one trip per weekend. 

As HHW did, visitors were also excluded for reporting fewer trips under the 

improved water quality than they stated for the previous year. A surprisingly large number 

of surveys, 145, were discarded due to this restriction; a loss of 27.5% of the remaining 

surveys. This large loss of observations deserves further discussion. 

5 See appendix 1 for a copy of the survey. 
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Maybe the visitors unintentionally reported Plan B trips less than past trips. The 

respondents were asked for their total trips over the previous year as the first question in the 

survey. Before being asked the contingent trips under Plan B they were given a description 

of the current water quality conditions. I think even the current conditions came as a surprise 

to many of the respondents by making them aware of risks of "algae blooms" and other 

descriptions they may have never considered before. I think maybe the respondent is 

reacting to the "current conditions" description. Had they known this information before 

their trips over the last year, they actually would have gone less. 

After the initial water conditions were described, the survey contained three different 

quality plans. Plan A depicted the Lake if nothing was done, showing significantly 

deteriorated water quality. As reported by Azevedo, Herriges, and Kling (2001) the 

contingent trips plunged under this plan. The next plan was Plan B, the proposed water 

quality improvement plan. 

Therefore a possible additional explanation is, Plan A preceding Plan B biases the 

answers to Plan B. Maybe the reason the respondents are not being careful with their 

answers is they report Plan B trips as a significant increase over Plan A, but they are not 

considering what their original reported trips were and thus Plan B trips is significantly 

greater than Plan A trips but still actually less than past trips. As evidence I checked the 

number of visitors who put more trips under Plan A, the degraded water quality. Only 4.2% 

of the visitors put more trips compared to 27.5% who failed the quality consistency condition 

under Plan B. Maybe this is evidence Plan A being first biases the trips reported for Plan B. 

I mention this issue simply as a curiosity and something to ponder when designing 

future surveys. A few suggestions I would recommend would be: 1) The first question of 
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the survey asked the visitors to report their trips over the last year but they reported their trips 

for each of the four seasons and never were asked to total the number of trips. Maybe it 

would be better to ask the respondent to also total this number so they have total trips in 

mind. 2) When the respondent reports their trips, ask them to go to a specified page further 

along in the survey and record that number again in a place right before they are asked to 

report their contingent trips for each alternative plan. Although, I know it is not ideal to have 

respondents flipping ahead in the survey, probably a better solution is to only ask for, 

"additional trips" under the improved water quality. Then the visitor has no choice but to 

leave trips unchanged or report higher trips. 3) Ask how many trips they would have taken 

over the past year if they had been fully aware of the "current conditions" of the lake. 4) Or, 

the survey also asked their expected trips next year, but it too preceded the description of 

current conditions of the lake. Another alternative is to have this question asked after the 

description. 

B. Summary Statistics 

Summary statistics of the data set are given in Table 1. The average number of 

observed behavior trips is 10.9 and the average number of contingent behavior trips is 15.7 

(13.9 for low improvement and 17.2 for high improvement). However these averages are 

inflated due to the on-site sampling. Those who take a high number of trips are more likely 

to be intercepted and therefore overrepresented in the sample. Modeling techniques will be 

employed to control for the on-site sampling. 

The respondents answered yes to the contingent valuation question 54.0% of the time. 

The bid values ranged from $45 to $660 with a mean bid value of $333.22. Income was 

elicited in categories with income levels coded at the midpoints of the income ranges (the 
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upper range was coded as $200,000), the mean income was $62,182. Again, due to the on-

site sampling, the data set is skewed to those individuals with a larger income than the 

population as a whole. The higher income individuals take more trips and are therefore more 

likely to be intercepted and then overrepresented in the sample. 

The statistics presented in Table 1 for the observed behavior trips and expected trips 

indicate the visitors, on average, reported expected trips next year to be basically the same as 

the trips they reported over the last year. A simple test of this hypothesis is done by 

randomly pairing the reported values of observed behavior trips and expected trips, then 

taking the difference between the two. This difference is treated as a random variable 

distributed normally. The null hypothesis mean observed behavior trips equals mean 

expected trips cannot be rejected at the 0.10 significance level.6 

Table 1. Summary Statistics 

Variable Mean Standard Deviation Minimum Maximum 

Travel Cost ( p )  $63.30 $58.13 0 $512.50 

Observed Behavior Trips (x) 10.91 11.65 1 50 

Expected Trips 11.26 12.15 0 50 

Contingent Behavior Trips (%*) 15.74 16.03 1 100 

Income ( m )  $62,182 $38,373 $7,500 $200,000 

B Bid ( B )  $333.22 $136.75 $45 $660 

Yes .54 .5 0 1 

D .55 .49 0 1 

Sample Size=383 

6 To test the null hypothesis mean past trips equals mean expected trips, I also performed the nonparametric 
signed-rank test as Huang, Haab, and Whitehead (1997) did. In contrast to the parametric test I present in this 
paper, the null hypothesis is rejected at the 0.01 significance level. However, I feel the signed-rank test is not as 
valid for my sample due to the large number of zero differences between past trips and expected trips (34.1% of 
the respondents reported expected trips to be the same as past trips). The signed-rank test discards the zero 
differences and only tests the remaining pairs of values. 
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HHW concluded expected trips should be combined with contingent valuation data. 

However they had a significant difference between observed behavior trips and expected 

trips. Also, the Clear Lake survey specifically asks the visitor to consider their trips "over 

the last year" making it clear the comparison is with observed behavior trips. For these 

reasons this analysis is only with observed behavior trips as the independent variable. 

V. Estimation Results 

The travel cost model corrected for on-site sampling is first estimated and then the 

trip change function and the WTP variation function are estimated separately, and lastly the 

joint model corrected for on-site sampling. 

A. Independently Estimated Models 

The maximum likelihood coefficients from the travel cost model have the appropriate 

qualitative signs with recreation trips inversely related to price and increasing with income 

(table 2). All coefficients are significant at 1% level except the constant for observed 

behavior trips. The estimated average demand curve for the contingent behavior trips shifts 

out with the improvement in water quality causing an increase in the consumer surplus 

estimate. The contingent behavior trips are also less responsive to price and income. 

Annual consumer surplus estimates from the count data recreation demand models 

are easily estimated if the count regression model uses the mean exponential function (i.e. 

x, = exp (6 ' z,. ). Consumer surplus is the area under the aggregate demand curve from the 

beginning price to the choke price ( // ). Since at the choke price demand is zero and 

at the beginning price demand is the observed number of trips, annual consumer surplus for 

each individual is 
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CS,= Ç^,(P)dP 

-zA 
- f 

where fip is the coefficient for the price variable and /, is the predicted number of trips. 

The average predicted trips for the observed behavior data is 3.18 leading to annual 

average consumer surplus estimates of $205.78 per individual given current conditions. The 

average predicted contingent behavior trips is 6.05, averaging the predicted trips for the 

moderate improvement, 5.43, and the high improvement, 6.54, leading to an annual mean 

consumer surplus of $486.73. 

The above estimates are calculated using coefficients corrected for on-site sampling, 

however, as discussed, the independent variables themselves are also affected by 

administering an intercept survey. To obtain fitted population trips corrected for population 

characteristics, denoted as xp and x*p , requires using population averages for the 

independent variables. I assume the population is the state of Iowa, as done in the first essay 

of this dissertation. The bottom of table 2 lists the fitted population trips corrected for 

population characteristics and the resulting annual consumer surplus estimates. 
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Table 2. Recreation Demand: BVPLN 
(Standard Errors in Parentheses)^ 

Parameter X 

Constant 0.18 1.07* 
Constant 

(0.14) (0.10) 

Travel Cost (p) 
-1.55* 
(0.10) 

-1.25* 
(0.07) 

Income 1.68* 1.16* 
Income 

(0.14) (0.11) 

D 
0.19' 
(0.04) 

<j 
1.2* 

(0.05) 
0.97* 
(0.03) 

P 0.98* 
(0.01) 

Consumer Surplus per Trip 64.63* 
(4.06) 

80.42* 
(4.79) 

Fitted Population Trips 
3.18 

(7.42) 
6.05 

(8.87) 

Corresponding Annual 
Consumer Surplus 

205.78 
(12.91) 

486.73 
(28.98) 

x" 

Fitted Population Trips 
(corrected for population 

characteristics) 

0.37 
(0.90) 

1.26 
(1.93) 

Corresponding Annual 
Consumer Surplus 

23.79 
(1.49) 

101.20 
(6.03) 

* Significant at 1% level. 
aThe travel cost coefficient is scaled by 100, and the income coefficient is 

scaled by 100,000. 
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Table 3. Independent and Joint Estimation 
(Standard Errors in Parentheses) 

Parameter Trip Change Fn. WTP Variation Fn. Joint Model 

a 
-151.02 
(314.96) 

317.45 
(228.98) 

-20.12* 
(3.02) 

-24.99* 
#.38) 

-2.05 
(2.10) 

-0.87 
(1.90) 

1.11* 
(0.06) 

1.14* 
(0.07) 

1.01* 
(0.01) 

1.01* 
(0.01) 

D 
-4.76* 
(1.28) 

187.21 
(143.16) 

1086.06 
(754.33) 

1298.77 
(830.04) 

a2 
7.45* 
(0.28) 

7.61* 
(0.28) 

P 
-0.19* 
(0.06) 

WTP 
473.76 

(366.87) 
989.50 

(424.91) 

WTPP 222.19 
(523.97) 

773.62 
(523.47) 

* Significant at 1% level. 

In Table 3, the maximum likelihood estimates from the trip change function are all of 

the proper qualitative sign and significant at the 1% level. Only the income coefficient is 

significant from the WTP variation function, leading to a large standard error for the WTP 

estimate. 
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B. Use and Nonuse Values 

A second approach for estimating the WTP for the water quality improvement 

scenarios can be calculated as the difference in the annual consumer surplus estimates from 

^cb 
the recreation demand models, w . It is labeled with CB since it uses the contingent 

^CB 

behavior data. However, w only measures use value. The WTP estimate from the 

^cr 
contingent valuation question, w , includes both use and nonuse values. If one assumes the 

weak complementarity condition holds for all the visitors, then this distinction is moot, and 

the two stated preference data can be assumed to measure the same underlying preferences. 

But with many environmental amenities, measuring the nonuse value can be a significant 

portion of the total welfare. It is possible to separate the WTP estimates into use and nonuse 

£^cb ~cr 
values by subtracting w from w : 

-ca 
w = $101.20-523.79 = $77.40 
-ce 
w =$222.19 

resulting in an estimated nonuse value of Clear Lake at $144.79; 65.2% of the total. 

Notice, the nonuse value was estimated using the fitted values with the population 

averages used as the independent variables. While the WTP estimate from the contingent 

valuation data has been adjusted with respect to the independent variables, the estimated 

coefficients are still uncorrected. The WTP estimate from the contingent behavior data has 

corrected the coefficients and the independent variables for on-site sampling, and to do the 

same with the contingent valuation data requires a joint model to make it possible to reweight 

the density according to that which is truncated and endogenously stratified, observed trips. 
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The next section discusses the estimates from the joint model that does control for the on-site 

sampling using both the contingent behavior and contingent valuation data. 

C. Jointly Estimated Model 

The estimates from the joint model mimic the independent models with the 

coefficients from the trip change function all being significant at the 0.01 level and only the 

income coefficient being significant at that level from the WTP variation function (Table 3). 

Unfortunately, the joint model with the dummy variable for the medium and high 

improvement water quality plans would not converge. Therefore, this dummy variable was 

excluded, and the reported WTP estimate is for the average of the two plans. Also, the null 

hypothesis, pcb = (3CV and jucb = jucv, is rejected based on a likelihood ratio test, and therefore 

this specification is excluded from the analysis. 

Surprisingly p, the correlation coefficient, is significantly estimated as a negative 

number, meaning as the visitors take less trips their estimated WTP from the variation 

function increases. Since the correction for on-site sampling essentially leads to more weight 

given to the low trip takers, the joint WTP estimate is significantly larger than the WTP 

estimate from the variation function separately. However, the standard errors on the WTP 

estimates are large indicating the model does not have much explanatory power. A positive 

correlation between additional trips taken and WTP was expected leading to a lower joint 

WTP estimate. 

It appears the Clear Lake sample is not well suited to this modeling strategy. Adding 

the price of the recreation trip as an explanatory variable in the WTP variation function and 

in the joint model produces insignificant coefficients for the price. The respondents to the 
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Clear Lake survey who take many trips (i.e. have a lower price on average) are not 

significantly more likely to answer "yes" to the contingent valuation question. 

VI. Conclusions 

The Clear Lake data set is a rich data set asking the visitors revealed preference and 

two stated preference questions, contingent behavior and contingent valuation. This paper 

has discussed ways of utilizing this data to measure welfare gains for a water quality 

improvement plan. In particular, estimates of the welfare gains were derived in three ways; 

contingent behavior and contingent valuation separately, and an approach to jointly model 

the data. The joint approach in this paper is unique since it combines three data sources (one 

RP and two SP) instead of the usual two (one RP and one SP). This is done by exploiting 

consumer welfare theory to derive a trip change function that includes both past trips (RP) 

and plan B trips (SP) in one function along with the WTP variation function. 

In addition, this paper has shown how to correct WTP estimates from contingent 

valuation data for on-site sampling. The approach is to jointly model the contingent 

valuation data with the trip data and then reweight the joint distribution appropriately. 

Surprisingly, the correlation between recreation trips and WTP for a quality improvement 

was found to be negative leading to unexpected results of increased WTP estimates when 

correcting for on-site sampling. However the standard errors on the WTP estimates is large 

indicating the model does not have much explanatory power, and other applications of this 

model may lead to more significant results. 
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CHAPTER 4. RECREATION DEMAND USING PHYSICAL WATER QUALITY 
MEASURES 

A paper to be submitted to ajournai in the field 

Kevin J. Egan1'2, Joseph A. Herriges1, Catherine L. Kling1, John A. Downing3 

I. Introduction 

According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) (2003), significant 

strides have been made in reducing the impacts of point source pollutants on our aquatic 

resources. However, our waters continue to remain impaired, "primarily due to complex 

pollution problems caused by nonpoint source pollution (p. 1-1)." This report continues 

stating that the most recent (2000) national water quality inventory shows 45% of assessed 

lake acres are impaired. Two leading causes of these impairments are nutrients and siltation; 

with nutrients alone and the related biological growth creating approximately half of the 

assessed impaired waters (EPA, 2000). In states like Iowa, agriculture is a primary source of 

nutrients, though urban runoff also contributes. Iowa's impaired waters list reports nutrients 

and suspended solids as practically the sole source of the impairment (EPA Water Quality 

Inventory for the State of Iowa, 2003)/ 

Therefore, an important empirical question is if, or to what degree, do visitors 

consider the physical water quality (i.e. the data limnologists collect when studying lakes) of 

an aquatic resource when making recreation choices? Specifically, are they responsive to 

physical water quality measures such as nutrients, or are other lake characteristics more 

important, for example, location, or available facilities? The relationship between physical 

1 Predoctoral research associate and Professors, respectively, Department of Economics, Iowa State University. 
2 Primary author. 
3 Professor, Department of Ecology, Evolution, and Organismal Biology, Iowa State University. 
4 Available on the internet, the URL is: http://oaspub.epa.gov/waters/w305b report.state?p state=IA 
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water quality measures and recreational use is also central to understand as these scientific 

measures are the most objective and quantifiable. In addition, the EPA considers physical 

water quality measures when determining which lakes are impaired. A lake that is 

considered impaired becomes a candidate for the total maximum daily load (TMDL) process. 

A TMDL is a calculation of the greatest amount of a pollutant that a water body can receive 

without violating water quality standards. The pollutant may be one of the physical water 

quality measures collected, such as total phosphorus or nitrogen. Therefore, directly 

including physical water quality measures in the analysis allows welfare calculations to be 

based on improvements in levels, as stipulated by the TMDL's, to remove the water body 

from the impaired waters list. 

While there is of course an important question regarding the degree to which visitors 

respond to scientific water quality measures, visitors may not directly respond to the level of 

nutrients in the water. However, reports by limnologists state, "Increased nutrient supply to 

fresh waters has been associated with algal blooms, imbalances in water ecosystems, fish 

kills, increase in toxin-producing microorganisms, and reduced aesthetic value of lakes and 

streams" (Mallarino et al. 2002, p. 440). Thus to the extent that visitors respond to these 

ecosystem services, physical water quality measures may predict recreation choices. 

The purpose of this paper is to estimate the responsiveness of recreational lake trips to 

physical measures of water quality collected from the lakes. A few papers have addressed 

this issue. Feather and Hellerstein (1997) estimated the recreational benefits from the 

conservation reserve program. The authors included soil erosion as an explanatory variable 

for recreational trips, theorizing that the conservation reserve program reduces erosion, 

which they show is correlated with physical water quality measures such as nitrogen and 
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phosphorous. The final link needed is the physical water quality measures effect on 

recreational behavior. Feather and Hellerstein acknowledge that this information is 

unknown, but they assume the relationship exists to complete the argument for erosions 

effect on recreation behavior. 

More recently, two papers have estimated the responsiveness of recreation behavior 

to a few measures of physical water quality. Phaneuf, Herriges, and Kling (2000) estimate a 

Kuhn-Tucker model analyzing angler behavior in the Great Lakes. They include catch rates 

for particular fish species of interest as well as a toxin measure derived from the average 

toxin levels (ng/kg-fish) given in a study by De Vault et al. (1989). The authors state that the 

toxin level, a measure of the presence of environmental contaminants, is likely to influence 

the recreation decision much in the same way, in this paper, we expect physical measures of 

water quality like nutrients will affect recreation decisions. The second paper is Von Haefen 

(2003) who uses two of the same physical water quality measures as this paper, total 

phosphorus and secchi depth. 

All of these papers find significant effects for their included quality variables, even 

with limited numbers of observations (Von Haefen) or aggregated sites (Phaneuf et al., 

Feather and Hellerstein, and Von Haefen). This paper extends this line of research analyzing 

a comprehensive data set in terms of its expansive recreation behavior and physical water 

quality collected. The Iowa State University Limnology laboratory, led by Dr. John 

Downing, a limnologist at Iowa State University, is conducting a 5 year study of 129 of 

Iowa's principal lakes. To complement this data, a random population survey was sent to 

8,000 lowans to collect information on their recreation behavior to all of the 129 lakes. 
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Iowa is a unique setting for this analysis as the lake destinations are one of the 

primary recreational activities available in Iowa. Survey results suggest that lowans 

averaged 9.7 total trips for 2002 to Iowa lakes.5 In addition the water quality in Iowa's lakes 

varies from a few clean lakes with up to 15 feet of visibility to other lakes having some of the 

highest concentrations of nutrients in the world. On average the water quality is poor, as 

evidenced by 31 of the 129 principal lakes officially listed as impaired by the EPA. 

We employ the repeated Mixed Logit random utility framework first introduced by 

Revelt and Train (1998), and in the area of recreation demand by Train (1998). More 

recently in recreation demand, Herriges and Phaneuf (2002) utilize the error components 

interpretation of Mixed Logit, while Von Haefen (2003) follows Train (1998) employing the 

random parameters interpretation. In this paper we utilize the random parameters 

interpretation to model recreation behavior to Iowa's lakes. The Mixed Logit model is a 

flexible structure allowing the analyst to most appropriately model recreationist's behavior 

by incorporating the substitution and correlation patterns between various lakes. 

This paper illustrates that visitor's trip behavior is significantly responsive to physical 

water quality measures. WTP estimates are calculated from three different scenarios. The 

first scenario improves the water quality of all 129 lakes to equal the water quality of West 

Okoboji Lake, one of the cleanest lakes in Iowa. The second scenario is a less ambitious, 

more realistic plan which improves nine lakes evenly placed throughout the state to equal the 

5 This number includes single day and multiple day trips to the 129 principal lakes included in this analysis as 
well as total trips reported in the "other Iowa lakes" category. This number also averages the results from the 
mail survey and a follow-up telephone survey administered to the mail survey non-respondents. The concern 
was the mail survey non-respondents may be on average less avid recreators, as is the case, with this group 
averaging slightly more than half as many trips as the mail survey respondents. However, only total trips were 
collected in the telephone survey and in this paper we only use single day trips. Therefore, in the rest of the 
paper only the mail survey respondents' single day trips to the 129 principal lakes are analyzed. 
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water quality level of West Okoboji Lake. The last scenario considers improving the 31 

impaired lakes as listed by the EPA to a high enough quality level to remove them from the 

list. These scenarios show that lowans highly value their lakes, but would benefit the most 

from a few more lakes with superior water quality rather than all recreational lakes being 

brought to an adequate water quality level. 

II. Mixed Logit Model 

The Mixed Logit model was chosen since it exhibits many desirable properties 

including, "it allows for corner solutions, integrates the site selection and participation 

decisions in a utility consistent framework, and controls for the count nature of recreation 

demand (Herriges and Phaneuf, 2002)." 

Assume the utility of individual i choosing site j on choice occasion t is of the form 

where V represents the observable portion of utility, and from the perspective of the 

researcher, sijt, represents the unobservable portion of utility. A mixed logit model is defined 

as the integration of the logit formula over the distribution of unobserved random parameters 

(Revelt and Train, 1998). If the random parameters, /?,., were known then the probability of 

observing individual i choosing alternative j on choice occasion t would follow the standard 

logit form 

(1) 
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Since the /?. 's are unknown, the corresponding unconditional probability,/?., (#), is 

obtained by integrating over an assumed probability density function for the /?(. '5. The 

unconditional probability is now a function of 6, where 0 represents the estimated moments 

of the random parameters. This repeated Mixed Logit model assumes the random parameters 

are i.i.d. distributed over the individuals so that 

No closed form solution exists for this unconditional probability and therefore simulation is 

required for the maximum likelihood estimates of 0,6'7 

Following Herriges and Phaneuf (2002), a dummy variable, D}, is included which 

equals one for all of the one through j recreation alternatives and equals zero for the stay-at-

home option (j=0). Including the stay-at-home option allows a complete set of choices, 

including in the population those individuals who always "stay at home" on every choice 

occasion and do not visit any of the sites. It is convenient to partition the individual's utility 

into the stay-at-home option or choosing one of the j sites 

where a i  is the random parameter on the dummy variable, d., which does not appear since 

it equals one for j = 1,...,J and zero for j- 0. The vector z. contains socio-demographic 

data such as income and age, and xtj represents the site characteristics that vary across the 

6 Train (2003) describes simulation methods for use with mixed logit models, in particular maximum simulated 
likelihood which we employ. Software written in GAUSS to estimate mixed logit models is available from 
Train's home page at http://elsa.berkelev.edu/~train. 
7 As in the first essay of this dissertation, randomly shifted and shuffled uniform draws are used in the 
simulation process (Hess, Train, and Polak, 2003). The number of draws used in the simulation was 750. 

(3) 

(4) 

http://elsa.berkelev.edu/~train
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lakes including attributes such as facilities at the lake as well as water quality measures. 

Notice the parameters associated with the socio-demographic data are not random as this 

information does not vary across the sites.8 

The random coefficient vectors for each individual, /?. and ai, can be expressed as the 

sum of population means, b and a, and individual deviation from the means, 5i and y;, which 

represents the individual's tastes relative to the average tastes in the population (Train, 1998). 

Therefore redefine 

(5) 

=a + %, (6) 

and then the partitioned utility is 

uij< = 
b'xy  +a + T) i j t, 7=1,...,/ 

where 
j&iot i = l,...,N; t — 

^  [S' iXy + Ti  + £y t  j  = 1,t = T ^ 

is the unobserved portion of utility. This unobserved portion is correlated over sites and trips 

due to the common influence of the terms, 8\ and yi which vary over individuals. For 

example, an individual who chooses the stay-at-home option for all choice occasions would 

have a negative deviation from a, the mean of ai, while someone who takes many trips 

would have a positive deviation from a, allowing the marginal effect to vary across 

individuals. However the parameters do not vary over sites or choice occasions; thus, the 

It is possible to interact the socio-demographic data with the sites, if one believed for example that income 
would affect which lake was chosen. 
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same preferences are used by the individual to evaluate each site at each time period. Since 

the unobserved potion of utility is correlated over sites and trips, the familiar IIA assumption 

does not apply for mixed logit models. 

III. Data 

The random population sample was obtained from a mail survey sent to 8,000 lowans 

in November of 2002.9 The survey collected trip data for 2001 and 2002 actual trips to 129 

lakes as well as anticipated trips for the 2003 season. Of the 8,000 mailed surveys, 882 were 

undeliverable. A total of 4,423 surveys were returned resulting in a 62% response rate. 

The final sample of 3,859 individuals was obtained as follows. Those individuals 

who returned the survey from out of state were excluded (38 observations). It is impossible 

to know if these respondents have permanently left the state or reside elsewhere for part of 

the year. They are excluded since their travel cost calculations could be unrealistically high. 

Also, those individuals who did not complete the trip questions or did not give a number (i.e. 

they put a check mark) were excluded (224 observations). Lastly, anyone reporting more 

than 52 total single day trips to the 129 lakes were excluded (133 observations). Only single 

day trips are included to avoid the complexity of modeling multiple day visits. Defining the 

number of choice occasions as 52, allows one trip to one of the 129 Iowa lakes per week. 

The choice of 52 is arbitrary, but it seems a reasonable cut-off for the total number of 

allowable single day trips for the season. Invariably some of the respondents who recorded 

trips greater than 52 did in fact take this number, but since this survey was randomly sent out 

to lowans, some of the recipients live on a lake, and it may be those individuals who record 

9 See appendix 2 for a copy of the survey. 
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hundreds of "trips" simply by returning to their residency. The choice of 52 eliminated about 

3% of the returned surveys.10 

Due to the large number of respondents, we randomly divide the sample into three 

segments; specification, estimation, and prediction portions. The analysis reported here 

comes from the specification stage using 1,286 observations. Once the estimation stage is 

reached the results will be free from any form of pretest bias and the standard errors will be 

unbiased by the extensive specification search. 

IV. Model Application 

Respondent's attitudes regarding lake quality as well as socio-demographic data were 

solicited in the survey instrument.11 One question asked the respondents to rank, using a 

total of 100 points, which factors were most important in choosing a lake for recreation. The 

top three choices were water quality (33 points), proximity (22 points) and park facilities (18 

points); all characteristics included in our model. The next largest category was "location of 

friends/relatives" at 11 importance points. This category, along with the other 17 importance 

points not mentioned, are not possible to be included in this analysis and will be relegated to 

the error term. However 72% of the importance points are captured with water quality being 

the most important, indicating that the respondents do consider the water quality of the lake 

when making their recreation decisions. 

We model the utility individual i receives from choosing lake j on choice occasion t 

as 

10 A model with 150 choice occasions was also estimated. None of the coefficients from this model change 
qualitatively from the results presented in this essay except two of the socio-demographic coefficients. The 
conclusions from the water quality scenarios discussed later in the essay are also unchanged. 
11 See Azevedo et al. (2003) for a summary report of the results from the survey. 
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u = \ P 'z<+s*i (g) 

\ -P 'P l l +P f Qj+PfA j +a l +s I J „ > = 1, . . . ,J  

where z. is the socio-demographic data summarized in table 1, P;j is the travel cost from 

each Iowan's residency to each of the 129 lakes, as calculated with PCMiler,12 One 

component of the price is the out-of-pocket cost computed as the roundtrip travel distance 

multiplied by $0.25 per mile. The other component is the opportunity cost of time calculated 

as one-third the estimated roundtrip travel time multiplied by the respondents wage rate 

(calculated as the respondents reported income divided by 2000). The vector Q. denotes the 

physical water quality measures collected by John Downing's team and A . represents the 

attributes of the lake. As shown in equation (9), notice that the parameters on the lake 

attributes and the dummy variable, ZX, are random. These six variables are assumed to be 

independently normally distributed with the mean and dispersion of each variable estimated. 

Table 1 lists the summary statistics for trips and the socio-demographic data. The 

average number of total single day trips for all 129 lakes is 6.68 varying from some 

respondents taking zero trips and others taking 52 trips. The survey respondents are more 

likely to be older, male, have a higher income, and more educated than the general 

population, but this overrepresentation is less severe than in the first essay of this dissertation 

when the sample was collected on-site. Schooling is entered as a dummy variable equaling 

one if the individual has attended or completed some level of post high school education. 

12 PCMiler is a product of ALK Technologies, Inc (2003) and is a software package designed for use in the 
transportation and logistics industry. Specifically we used the PC*Miler|Streets version 17 software with 
BatchPro. 
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The summary statistics for trips, the physical water quality measures, and the lake 

attributes are listed in table 2. The sample size is the 129 lakes. The average trips per lake is 

0.05 with the maximum value equaling 0.50. Since there are about 1.2 million households in 

Iowa this means that the average lake receives about 60,000 trips annually and the highest 

visited lake, Saylorville Lake, receives about 600,000 annual trips. The average price of a 

recreational trip to a lake is $135.79, although more meaningfully the average price of a lake 

visited is $85.09. The lakes in the corner of the state will have higher average travel costs as 

most of the state residents would have to travel further to get there. The size of the lakes 

varies considerably from 10 acres to 19,000 acres. Thus, the log of acres is used in the 

estimation. 

Table 1. Socio-demographic Summary Statistics 

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Minimum Maximum 

Total Day Trips 6.68 10.46 0 52 

Income $56,140.52 $37,436.48 $7,500 $200,000 

Male 0.67 0.46 0 1 

Age 53.36 16.47 15 82 

School 0.66 0.47 0 1 

Household Size 2.61 1.32 1 12 

Sample Size=l,286 individuals 

Four dummy variables are included to capture different amenities at each lake. The 

first is a "ramp" dummy variable which equals one if the lake has a cement ramp as opposed 

to a gravel ramp or no boat ramp at all. The second is a "wake" dummy variable which 

equals one if wakes are allowed and zero otherwise. About 66% of the lakes allow wakes 

and therefore 34% of lakes are "no wake" lakes. The "state park" dummy variable equals 

one if the lake is located in a state park, true for 38.8% of the lakes. The last dummy variable 
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is the "facilities" dummy variable. This information, as the rest of the dummy variables, was 

taken from the "Fishing Guide For Iowa Lakes" published by the Iowa Department of 

Natural Resources. This report divides all Iowa Lakes into those with "accessible facilities" 

and those without. Accessible facilities include things like restrooms, picnic tables, or 

vending machines. A concern may be that facilities would be strongly correlated with the 

state park dummy variable. It turns out there is enough variation between the two to warrant 

including both. 50 lakes are located in state parks and 50 lakes have accessible facilities, but 

only 26 of these 50 lakes have both. 

Table 2. Lake Characteristics & Water Quality Summary Statistics 

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Minimum Maximum 

Avg. Trips per Lake 0.052 0.08 0 0.504 

Price 135.79 29.47 94.12 239.30 

Acres 672.20 2,120.30 10 19,000 

Log (Acres) 4.81 1.69 2.30 9.85 

Ramp 0.86 0.35 0 1 

Wake 0.66 0.47 0 1 

State Park 0.39 0.49 0 1 

Facilities 0.39 0.49 0 1 

Secchi Depth (m) 1.17 0.92 0.09 5.67 

Chlorophyll (ug/1) 40.93 38.02 2.45 182.92 

NH3+NH4 (ug/1) 292.15 158.57 72 955.34 

NO3+NO2 (mg/1) 1.20 2.54 0.07 14.13 

Total Nitrogen (mg/1) 2.20 2.52 0.55 13.37 

Total Phosphorus (ug/1) 105.65 80.61 17.10 452.55 

Silicon (mg/1) 4.56 3.24 0.95 16.31 

pH 8.50 0.33 7.76 10.03 

Alkalinity (mg/1) 141.80 40.98 73.83 286.17 

Inorganic S S (mg/1) 9.43 17.87 0.57 177.60 

Volatile S S (mg/1) 9.35 7.93 1.64 49.87 

Sample Size=129 lakes 
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This analysis includes several physical water quality measures collected by John 

Downing and his team. Table 2 lists the included physical water quality measures. 

Chlorophyll is an indicator of plant biomass or algae and leads to greenness in the water. 

Three nitrogen levels are included, with the NH3+NH4 measuring particular types of nitrogen 

such as ammonia which can be toxic. NO3+NO2 measures the nitrates in the water, and lastly 

total nitrogen is included in units of milligrams per liter. Total phosphorous is usually the 

principal limiting nutrient in Iowa lakes, meaning it most likely determines algae growth. 

Silicon is important to diatoms which extract it from the water to use as a component of their 

cell walls. Diatoms, in turn, are a key food source for marine organisms. The acidity of the 

water is measured by "pH" with levels below 6 or above 8 indicating unhealthy lakes. As 

table 2 notes, all of the pH levels in this sample are tightly dispersed between 7.3 and 10. 

This term is included as a quadratic variable to reflect that low or high values are detrimental 

to water quality, but since no low values are observed, a different functional form for pH may 

be more appropriate. Alkalinity is the concentration of calcium or calcium carbonate in the 

water. Plants need carbon to grow and all carbon comes from alkalinity, therefore alkalinity 

is an indication of the abundance of plant life. IS S is the inorganic suspended solids, 

basically soil and silt in the water due to erosion. VSS, is volatile or organic suspended 

solids, both measures that will decrease clarity in the water. 

EPA's, "Nutrient Criteria Technical Guidance Manual (2000)," states the four 

paramount variables for nutrient criteria are total phosphorus, total nitrogen, chlorophyll, and 

Secchi depth. Downing considers inorganic suspended solids and organic suspended solids 

to be crucial indicators as well. For these reasons, model A, contains this set of six physical 

water quality measures. A second model, model B, includes the complete list of eleven water 
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quality measures. Estimating two models allows us to observe the stability of the parameters 

across different specifications. 

Now turning to the levels of the physical water quality measures, it is evident that 

considerable variation is present across the lakes. For example, secchi depth varies from a 

low of 0.09 meters to a high of 5.67 meters and total phosphorus varies from 17 ug/L to 453, 

some of the highest concentrations in the world according to Downing. All of the physical 

water quality measures are the average values for the 2002 season. Samples were taken from 

each lake three times throughout the year, in Spring/early Summer, mid-Summer, and late 

Summer/Fall to include seasonal variation.13 

V. Results 

The results for Model A and B are divided into two tables, 3a and 3b. For both 

models, the coefficients for the socio-demographic data, price, and the random coefficients 

on the amenities and a are given in table 3 a. Table 3b lists the coefficients for the physical 

water quality measures for both models. All of the coefficients are significant at the 1% level 

except for a few of the socio-demographic data. For model B, with eleven physical water 

quality measures, only the "male" dummy variable is not significant. In Model A, income, 

household size, and the quadratic term on age are insignificant. Note that the socio-

demographic data was included in the conditional indirect utility for the stay-at-home option. 

Therefore, the negative income coefficient indicates that as income rises the respondents are 

less likely to stay at home and more likely to visit a lake (i.e. lake visits are a normal good). 

Males, higher educated, and larger households are all more likely to take a trip to a lake. 

13 The Iowa State University's Limnology Laboratory has a website for the Iowa Lakes Survey Project. The 
URL is: http://limnology.eeob.iastate.edu/IowaLakesSurvev.aspx where you will find an outline of the project 
and complete results to date. 
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Unlike the models in the first essay in this dissertation, age has a convex relationship with the 

stay-at-home option and therefore a concave relationship with trips. For Model B, the peak 

occurs at about age 37, which is consistent with the estimate of larger households taking 

more trips, as at this age the household is more likely to include children. 

Table 3a. Repeated Mixed Logit Estimates (Standard Errors in Parentheses)11 

Model A: 6 Physical Model B: 11 Phvsical 

Parameter 
WO Measures WO Measures 

Parameter Mean Dispersion Mean Dispersion 
Income -0.008 -0.12* 

(.007) (0.007) 
Male -4.98* -0.31 

(0.42) (0.42) 
Age -0.24* -0.58* 

(0.07) (0.08) 
Age' 0.0001 0.0078* 

(0.00006) (0.0007) 
School -4.45* -3.44* 

(0.40) (0.40) 
Household -0.41 -1.24* 

(0.17) (0.17) 
Price -0.17* -0.17* 

(0.0006) (0.0007) 
Log( Acres) 4.60* 3.81* 5.13* 4.05* 

(0.064) (0.057) (0.067) (0.06) 
Ramp 11.60* 

m
 

00 

14.87* 00
 

(0.78) (0.51) (0.89) (0.59) 
Facilities 1.18* 18.09* 3.54* 16.78* 

(0.26) (0.28) (0.24) (0.25) 
State Park 8.00* 15.15* 6.67* 13.99* 

(0.26) (0.27) (0.24) (0.27) 
Wake 2.76* 15.81* -1.64* 15.57* 

(0.30) (0.33) (0.30) (0.29) 
a -8.97* 3.01* -9.19* 3.12* 

(0.05) (0.04) (0.05) (0.04) 
* Significant at 1% level. 
aAll of the parameters are scaled by 10, except a (which is unsealed) and the income 
coefficient (which is scaled by 10,000). 
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The price coefficient is negative as expected and identical in both models. Now 

turning to the amenities parameters, again all of the parameters are of the expected sign. As 

the size of a lake increases, has a cement boat ramp, gains accessible facilities, or is in a state 

park, on average leads to increased trips. Notice however the large dispersion estimates. For 

example, in model A the dispersion on the size of the lake indicates 11.1% of the population 

prefers a smaller lake, possibly someone who enjoys a more private experience. The large 

dispersion on the "wake" dummy variable seems particularly appropriate given the 

potentially conflicting interests of anglers and recreational boaters. Anglers would possibly 

prefer "no wake" lakes and recreational boaters would obviously prefer lakes that allow 

wakes. It seems the population is almost evenly split with 56.9% preferring a lake that 

allows wakes and 43.1% preferring a "no wake" lake. Lastly, the mean of at is negative 

indicating that on average the respondents receive higher utility from staying at home, which 

is not surprising considering the average number of trips is 6.7 out of a possible 52 choice 

occasions. 

The physical water quality coefficients are relatively stable across the two models 

(table 3b). The only parameter to change qualitatively is total nitrogen. In the model with 

six included water quality measures, total nitrogen is positive. Downing explains that this is 

to be expected, given the negative sign on total phosphorus.14 With such large amounts of 

phosphorus in the water, more nitrogen can actually be beneficial by allowing a more normal 

phosphorus to nitrogen ratio. If the ratio becomes too unbalanced more problematic blue-

green algae blooms become dominant. Total nitrogen is negative in model B, but two other 

14 All explanations given for the coefficients on the physical water quality measures are my summaries of 
personal communication with Prof. Downing. 
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forms of nitrogen are included with the nitrates form (NO3+NO2) being positive, possibly for 

the same reason as just discussed. 

Table 3b. Repeated Mixed Logit Estimates (Standard Errors in Parentheses)3 

Parameter 
Model A: 6 Physical Model B: 11 Phvsical 

Parameter WO Measures WO Measures 
Secchi Depth 0.78* 0.84* 

(0.05) (0.07) 

Chlorophyll 0.054* 0.06* 
(0.03) (0.003) 

NH3+NH4 -0.002* 
(0.0006) 

NO3+NO2 3.16* 
(0.19) 

Total Nitrogen 0.31* -3.21* 
(0.01) (019) 

Total Phosphorus -0.0033* 0
 

0
 

(0.001) (0.001) 

Silicon 0.81* 
(0.02) 

pH -136.72* 
(5.83) 

pH2 
8.35* 
(0.34) 

Alkalinity 0.038* 
(0.002) 

Inorganic S S -0.010* -0.089* 
(0.008) (0.009) 

Volatile S S -0.18* -0.28* 
(0.01) (0.02) 

LogLik -47,740.38 -47,494.17 
* Significant at 1% level. 
3All of the parameters are scaled by 10. 
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For both models A and B, secchi depth is positive and the suspended solids, both 

organic and inorganic (volatile), are negative, indicating the respondents strongly value water 

clarity. However the coefficient on chlorophyll is positive suggesting respondents do not 

mind some variation of green water. Higher alkalinity acts as a buffering capacity on how 

much acidity the water can withstand before deteriorating. Therefore, a positive coefficient 

is consistent with expectations as all of the lakes in the sample are acidic (i.e. pH greater than 

7). Silicon is important for diatoms, which in turn are an important food source for marine 

organisms and therefore a positive coefficient on silicon was expected. 

Model B, using eleven physical water quality measures, has pH entered quadratically, 

as suggested by Downing, reflecting that low or high pH levels are signs of poor water 

quality. However, in our sample of lakes, all of the pH values are normal or high. The 

coefficients for pH show a convex relationship (the minimum is reached at a pH of 8.2) to 

trips, indicating that as the pH level rises above 8.2, trips are predicted to increase. This is 

opposite of what we expected and further specifications, in consultation with Prof. Downing, 

will consider this fact. 

VI. Water Quality Scenarios 

Given the random parameters, J3i, the conditional compensating variation associated 

with a change in water quality from Q' to Q" for individual i on choice occasion t is 

ck,(p,) = jïU 
>0 
ÉexPfe(£";#)) -ln Éexpfe(Q';A)) 

j=0 
(10) 

which is the compensating variation for the standard logit model. The unconditional 

compensating variation does not have a closed form, but it can be simulated by 
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cv'-S 
£exp(v,„(Q";P;j) -In iexp(^(0';A')) 
>0 J L>o 

(11) 

where ^ is the number of draws and r represents a particular draw of (3i from its distribution. 

The simulation process involves drawing values of and then calculating the resulting 

compensating variation for each vector of draws, and finally averaging over the results for 

many draws. Following Von Haefen (2003), 2,500 draws were used in the simulation. 

Three water quality improvement scenarios are considered with the results from 

Model A used for all the scenarios. The first scenario improves all 129 lakes to the physical 

water quality of West Okoboji Lake, the cleanest lake in the state. Table 4 compares the 

physical water quality of West Okoboji Lake with the average of the other 128 lakes. All of 

West Okoboji Lake's measures are considerably improved over the other 128. For example, 

West Okoboji Lake has slightly over 5 times the water clarity, measured by secchi depth, of 

the other lakes. Given such a large change, the annual compensating variation estimates of 

$208.68 for every Iowa household seems reasonable (table 6). Aggregating to the annual 

value for all Iowans simply involves multiplying by the number of households in Iowa which 

is 1,153,205.15 Table 6 also reports the average predicted trips before and after the water 

quality improvement. Improving all 129 lakes to the physical water quality of West Okoboji 

Lake leads to a reasonable 14.1% increase in average trips. As expected, the predicted trips 

to West Okoboji Lake fall by 19.8% from 0.39 average trips per Iowa household to 0.31. 

Iowans can now choose the nearest lake with the attributes they prefer, instead of traveling 

further to West Okoboji Lake. 

15 Number of Iowa households as reported by Survey Sampling, Inc., 2003. 
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Table 4. West Okoboji Lake vs. the other lakes 

West Okoboji Averages of the Averages of the 
other 128 Lakes Nine Zone Lakes 

Secchi Dish (m) 

Chlorophyll (ug/1) 

Total Nitrogen (mg/1) 

Total Phosphorous (ug/1) 

Inorganic Suspended Solids (mg/1) 

Volatile Suspended Solids (mg/1) 

Lake 
5.67 

2.63 

0.86 

21.28 

1.00 

1.79 

1.13 

41.29 

2.22 

106.03 

9.49 

9.43 

1.23 

40.13 

3.64 

91.11 

9.52 

8.42 

The next scenario is a less ambitious, more realistic plan of improving nine lakes to 

the water quality of West Okoboji Lake (see table 4 for comparison). The state is divided 

into nine zones with one lake in each zone. Then every Iowan will be within a couple of 

hours of a lake with superior water quality. The nine lakes were chosen based on 

recommendations by the Iowa Department of Natural Resources for possible candidates of a 

clean-up project. The annual compensating variation estimate is $39.71 for each Iowa 

household. As expected, this estimate is 19.0% of the value if all lakes were improved, even 

though the scenario involves improving only 7.0% of the lakes. This suggests location of the 

improved lakes is important and to maximize Iowan's benefit from improving a few lakes, 

policymakers should consider dispersing them throughout the state. 

Table 5. Rathbun Lake vs. the 31 impaired Lakes 

Averages of the 
Rathbun Lake 31 Impaired Lakes 

Secchi Dish (m) 

Chlorophyll (ug/1) 

Total Nitrogen (mg/1) 

Total Phosphorous (ug/1) 

Inorganic Suspended Solids (mg/1) 

Volatile Suspended Solids (mg/1) 

0.90 

6.55 

1.10 

43.87 

5.42 

3.62 

0.70 

56.76 

2.77 

153.70 

20.42 

15.49 
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The last scenario is also a policy oriented improvement. Currently of the 129 lakes, 

31 are officially listed on the EPA's impaired waters list. TMDL's are being developed for 

these lakes and by 2009 the plans must be in place to improve the water quality at these lakes 

enough to remove them from the list. Therefore, in this scenario the 31 impaired lakes are 

improved to the physical water quality level of Rathbun Lake, which is just above the 

threshold of the criteria for listing as impaired. Table 5 compares Rathbun Lake to the 

averages of the 31 impaired lakes. The table indicates Rathbun Lake seems an appropriate 

choice with physical water quality measures higher than the averages of the 31 impaired 

lakes, but much below those of West Okoboji Lake. This scenario is valued considerably 

lower than the first two water quality improvement scenarios. The estimated compensating 

variation per Iowa household is $4.87. Consistent with this, the predicted trips only increase 

0.3% over the predicted trips with no improvement in water quality. 

Table 6. Annual Compensating Variation Estimates using Model A 

Average CV 

per choice occasion 

per Iowa household 

for all Iowa 
households 

Predicted Trips 
(9.80 with current 

water quality) 

All 129 Lakes 

Improved to W. Okb. 

$4.01 

$208.68 

$240,649,000 

11.18 

9 Zonal Lakes 

Improved to W. Okb. 

$0.76 

$39.71 

$45,788,092 

10.06 

31 Impaired Lakes 

Improved to Rathbun 

$0.09 

$4.87 

$5,612,219 

9.83 

A reasonable conclusion is Iowan's have an abundance of lakes at this threshold 

level, and bringing the low quality lakes up to this level is not much of a benefit. For 

comparison, the average value from the nine zonal lakes improved to West Okoboji Lake 
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equals $5,087,566 per lake. Therefore, Iowans value about equally one of these nine lakes 

improved to the superior water quality of West Okoboji Lake over improving 31 lakes to the 

threshold level of impairment. 

VII. Further Research 

The large data set allows the methodology of randomly segmenting the sample into 

specification, estimation, and prediction portions as discussed in Creel and Loomis (1990). 

The next step will be to complete the specification stage. Some variations include allowing 

more parameters to be random and entering the log of the physical water quality measures. 

This research will involve close collaboration with Prof. Downing to insure accurate 

inclusion of the physical water quality variables, reflecting limnologist's views of this data. 

Following completion of the specification stage, the model will be estimated on one-

third the data reserved for this purpose. At that point confidence intervals will be constructed 

for the compensating variation estimates. The confidence intervals as well as the standard 

errors of the parameters will then be free from any biases due to the specification search. 

The final step will be out of sample prediction using the final one-third of the data. 

Unfortunately, it appears we will not be able to include any information on which of 

the 129 lakes are good fishing destinations. In personal communication with Jeff Kopaska, 

from the Iowa Fisheries Bureau, creel surveys are only available for less than 10% of the 

lakes and even that information is dated. Due to budget cuts no further creel surveys are 

planned. However, Jeff Kopaska was optimistic in a couple of years the biology division 

may have fishing data on all 129 lakes that could be included as explanatory variables. This 

data is untimely for this analysis, but future work may be able to incorporate it. 
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VIII. Conclusions 

The first year survey of the Iowa Lakes Project gathered recreation behavior to 129 of 

Iowa's principal lakes. This data was combined with extensive physical water quality 

measures from the same set of lakes gathered by the Iowa State University Limnology Lab. 

Our analysis employing the repeated mixed logit framework, shows individuals are 

responsive to physical water quality measures and it is possible to base willingness to pay 

calculations on improvements in these physical measures. In particular we considered three 

improvement scenarios, with the results suggesting Iowans more highly value a few lakes 

with superior water quality rather than all recreational lakes at an adequate level, as 

determined by being listed as an impaired lake by the Environmental Protection Agency. 

A number of important practical findings come directly from this work. Limnologists 

and other water quality researchers should be interested in the results of this paper, since the 

general belief is that visitors care about water clarity as measured by secchi depth (how many 

meters beneath the surface of the water a secchi dish is visible) or water quality in general. 

However, as stated by Feather and Hellerstein, this link has yet to be demonstrated at least at 

the individual lake level as done here. By estimating the partial effects of a list of physical 

measures, we have determined which significantly affect recreationist's behavior. 

Limnologists and water resource managers can then use this information about what physical 

lake attributes visitor's trip behavior responds to in designing projects for water quality 

improvements. Our results indicate water clarity is very important as evidenced by the 

secchi dish and suspended solids parameters. Also, nutrients in general are found to decrease 

recreation trips. 
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The findings from this study also have direct relevance for environmental protection 

managers and citizens concerned with the water quality in that they can be used to prioritize 

clean-up activities to generate the greatest recreation benefits for a given expenditure. Not 

only can the findings be used to determine which lakes and in what order to clean them, but 

also the most efficient levels of improvement. 
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CHAPTER 5. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

I. General Discussion 

The first two essays contribute to the recreation demand literature by extending 

existing models to correct for on-site sampling. The first essay analyzes individual panel 

data corrected for on-site sampling, and the second essay corrects for on-site sampling when 

contingent valuation data is jointly modeled with observed and contingent data. 

The individual panel data set used in the first essay includes observed behavior trips 

and contingent behavior trips, contingent on price changes, asked in an intercept survey at 

Clear Lake in northcentral Iowa. A multivariate mixed Poisson regression model is used to 

analyze the panel data with a more flexible log-normal distribution used as the mixing 

distribution, instead of the standard gamma distribution. Using a count data model, the 

multivariate correction for on-site sampling is a straightforward extension of Shaw's (1988) 

univariate correction. This essay shows the importance of correcting for on-site sampling, as 

the adjusted average fitted observed trips and contingent trips decrease by a factor of eleven, 

resulting in considerably lower annual consumer surplus estimates. 

The second essay considers correcting contingent valuation data for on-site sampling. 

The only way to do this is to jointly model the contingent valuation data with the observed 

trips which are directly truncated and endogenously stratified due to being collected on-site. 

This essay extends Huang, Haab, and Whitehead's (1997) analysis by correcting their joint 

model for on-site sampling. Unfortunately, the Clear Lake data set is not well-suited for this 

model and future research should consider more flexible functional forms. 

The final essay uses two extensive data sets, one economic (4,500 Iowan's trip 

behavior to 129 of Iowa's principal lakes in 2002), and one ecological (14 physical water 
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quality measures for the 129 Iowa lakes for 2002). The economic data set is from a random 

population sample sent to 8,000 Iowan's. This essay analyzes Iowan's responsiveness to 

variation in physical water quality measures. A repeated mixed logit model is employed 

estimating two models, one with the six most important physical water quality measures 

included as explanatory variables and one with the full list of physical water quality 

measures. Both show robust results that Iowan's do consider the physical condition of the 

lake water when choosing which lakes to visit. In particular, decreased water clarity and 

increased nutrient concentrations lead to fewer trips. 

Lastly, three welfare scenarios were calculated the first improving all 129 principal 

lakes to a high level of water quality, the second improving nine lakes from around the state 

to the same high level of water quality, and the last welfare scenario considered improving 

the impaired lakes (as determined by being listed on the impaired waters listed filed with the 

EPA) enough to remove them from the impaired waters list. The results indicate Iowan's 

highly value water quality improvement, but with limited resources, they would prefer a few 

more lakes with superior water quality over all of the impaired lakes being adequately 

cleaned. 

Further research will continue to determine which lakes, in what order, and to what 

level of clean-up will generate the greatest benefits for a given expenditure. In addition, once 

total maximum daily load targets are available for the nutrients, the value of achieving the 

targets can be estimated and ranked; another advantage of estimating welfare values based on 

physical water quality measures. 
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APPENDIX 1. CLEAR LAKE SURVEY 
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Clear 1 
Survey 
Fell 2000 

IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY 
O F  S C I E N C E  A N D  T E C H N O L O G Y  

T 
An order to make intelligent deriisom concerning the future 

of Clear Lake, it ii important to understand how the lake it

self is used, as well as how thia use would be affected by possi-

bk changea in the quality of the lake. The answer* you give to 

the question* in tins survey «re way important in this process. 

Pica* try to anxwer each of the question» below Finally 

piewe keep m mind that, whenever we refer to Clear Lake, we 

art referring to the lake ittelÇ Dot the town. 
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I N THIS FIRST SECTION, WE WOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU ABOUT 
how you and other members of your household use the body of water known 
as GfearLake. 

1. Forcacbofthe time periods Sited bekw, please indicate how often 
like, 
r«TVWta Tfax Period f IhgLaifai 

November 1989 through February 2Û0Û 

Marti. MOO through M», 2000 
Joue 2000 tfaoogh Aip« 2000 

T#W 

2. How many of thcar viait* kated longer tb*B a single day? 

3. In how many of the pact five yean did you visit the laltr? 
4. Ttoatiî *bo*tlwpmyw,idiikyeuwm writing Cleier late, 

what percentage of your tin* did you spend; 

itoung % 

&fltag % 
Rraeatioaal bolting fweteritoiig, power 
bearing, Jxiktiag, ate.) V. 

Swimmiiif/heachuae % 
Nature appitoasMn/vicwmg */i 
Snowmotiks#; and odier winter recreation V% 
Pimping "A 

_% 

V. 
100% 

5. During the time period of November 1999 through October 2000, 
how many visits to the following lakes « reservoirs did you take? 

Laka or KhkImi af 
hsonir Vldts 

lake* Nunniberaf 
lUlsriah Viatia 

Lake Okoboji LaltOdaaa 
Eut and West Rathbun Lost bland Lake Reservoo 

Rioelabc 
Sixer IpHtLak Sixer 

Staflblakt Lakes 
TiitfleLake Wisconsin Lata 
Saytorrile lake Other 
lakgKwtRirt 
Coralvfle 
Rzacrvoii 

6. During the caune of the ne» year, how many trips do you expect to 
make to dear lake? 

tripe next year 

7. Suppose tfcaj tkc price of viwtin#; Clear Lake increase» by $10 per 
trip (das fcr example to pu price*, user fees, or cqu^xaest casta). 
Haw many times would you vitit next year? 

tripe nott year 

a. Now suppose thai the price of Ota* lakt increases by $24 pear trç. 

9. On a typical viait to Clear lake, how much money do you spend in or 
near the town of Clear Take? 

A»# 

oo 
4^ 
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IN THE FOTJJOWINO SECTIONS wr.wnj. ASK YOU SOME QJT.S 
ticm about potendal changes to the water quality of Gîtar Lake during the com
ing yeam. First, however, we v.ill give ywi some mfomwkm on die currant coo-
<Won of the lake. PEeaae read information carefully before answering tkc 
quoiâon: that follow 

Clear Lake's 
Current Condition 

The quality of a lake can be described in raazxywayi. One meatoFe of 
water quality i» the clarity of the lake water. Water duily » «oaaly <k-
KTibcd in tenni of how fax ckrwt: mm the water an ot̂ ert û vnitilr. Hat 
clarity of Clew Lake at the pit**» time is about one-half le oae foot 
This mouat thai objecta arc only vnifalc down to eboEt ooc foot under 
die mrSmx of the water Tfce «venge wwer dwity of Cher Lake in 
1953 was about ten feet 

Another meenue of water quality is the uiuxutt. cf nutrienu uxi 
other mbmncta contained in die warn. Water quality degradation on 
remit 8em sm*mljer of joarosi, mdwKng ronoff fiom tie wmjunding 
community containing fertifiKrj uns) for lawn ore and from local agri-
cnhmal «ontces. Ojrrëntiy th«e awienti contributt lo the occurrcnor 
of algae bloom* in the Laite, usually 10 to 12 tint» per year. Undertone 
OFcmna larae», the* btooma can be a health cancan, canting akrn 
rake: and aDe^k reactions, In the pan, concern» «bout bacteria pre-
aeot in Otar Ijbt have rtaiîtod m be*ch doànga. 

The own! quality of die water can impict nr other condition» ef 
the lake * Poor vauer quality rcaulta in an tmdesxaMc cokir and admr to 
the like water. Currently, the color of Clear Lake varie» between bright 
tçctn ami brawn. The water bai a m3d odor that maay dracribe az 
"fithy," with ocauional perk* of «troeg odor. 

Finally, die quality ofthe trawr impact» the variety and qoaatity of 
fiih in the lake. Currently, Clear Lakehai e large quantity ofwalleye, hut 
the buge« percentage of 6* Bh otugbt in the lake are Bit de* are coo-
édettd somewhat lee doitahle. The chart mdeate* the type of EJh. that 

ttff A*tf 

have been caught in the lake ovet the pait year, While 
die rate at which Sah arc caught taras from year so year 
and from acaaon bo acajou, the typicjl catch rate had 
been I fell every 2 boun of iuhing dyrkig 'Jie peak S*-
ing month* (May and June) 

Expert: beSeve that improved water quiStv would 
not significantly inocaae the aanber of fish in dear 
Lske, but would kiereaw the variety of Eeh «peôe 
ca-jflht, inciudâng ban, perch, rauakie, and pike. 

ftwug fcnIIWÉMM fcbmléttmkmmmaititkmutf 
olgecti fitttagonbtble 6 ittchce to 1 
foot andex water 
lOto 12per year 
bright gre« 

Water odor mModer.c 

Etoi low ifivtuity, good walleye 

oo Vl 
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I X THIS SET OF QUESTIONS, WE WOULD TTK1 TO ASK YOU 
about possible changes to the water quaBty of Clear Like. Hease answer the 
queutions Li order and do mot go bade and revise your earlier answer*. 

Plan A 

If nothing i* done to improve the water qu*6ty of the lake it is likely to dete
riorate over the next decade, Suppose that the coMfitx-nt at Clear Lake 

Water clarity 

Algae Uoams 
Water color 
Water odor 

Bmrterfct 

Fish 

otgecu dhtinguûhahle 1 inch to 5 
inches under water 

alway» strong 
frequent wi 

, motayro«(pi6e 

10. Consider *8 of the recreation you mi* to Clear Ia*e in the peat 
year. How many trips pet year would ymi have made to dear Lake if 
cnodmoni were a* tlcaoibed in Plan A? trips per year. 

IN THE NEXT FEW QUESTIONS, WE WOX BE ASKING YOU HOW 
you would vote <œ a special balk* regarding the water quality of Clear lake. 
While !hoe is curreatly no such ballot beteg ctaridertd, wv wodd like you to re
spond a; if yon were voting on the project and, in each ease, as if it were the only 
project available. 

When you think about your answer, it is important to keep in mind that peo  ̂
pk lend to «Sait* that they would be wiling to pay more money when payment 
ii hypothetical -Jjan when they're reaiy expected lu pay. The idea 13 that il il very 
easy for people to sa.y that they support a project wheti they knuw they will sever 
haw to pay any money based os» their response. However, 8" die proposed pay
ments are real, people may be more indiiied to think abotrt other options and 
what things they would have to grve up to make Alls payment. So in answering 
the tilowing questions, please, keep ir. mind both the benefits of maintaining 
dear take's water quality and the impact that passage of the referendum would 
haw an yuur UAH poeketboak. In other words, picas: answer as if this were a 
real referendum and it was the only project available. 

11. Would you vote *>t«" on a referendum mmam the current water 
quality of Clear Lake and ami the deteriorated water quality aade-
acrihrd under Plan A> The proponed project wouid cost you $3ti 
(payable in 6ve $10 installments over a 6ve year period). 

Q NO 
a YES 

12. To help us heaerundemaad your answers, please indicate the aingle 
mo«s important (easoc for your response to the preceding question; 

D In general, avoiding Plan X ia aot a goad use of my mnoey. 
D bi general, asaidhigïlan A is a good use of my money. 
3 The plan ia net realistic, ox umicar 
3 The cow of the program should be paid for by thase damaging 

the Wk, not by roe 
DI «Jrr^dywntni^wenvirçnmeiitolmwasmM^ asli^uiaiflpnj. 
O No one should have the right to damage the lake m the firat ̂ ace. 
Q 0*er 
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FLwB 
Suppo«e that investment̂  could be made to actually improve !hc quality 

efQcar lake. The* iBvcatmenia m ît include eatahliibdiig protection 
snips iloig the edge of the lait to mfacc nuaûfffeem the asmrouiyfing area 
or other sructurai changes 10 the lake. 

TVie change» would improve the lake over the nan five to Kb yean » 
=hf following coiuiitiom: 

Water clarity 

Alg*bk>çm» 
Water color 
Water odor 
la<teria 
Kh 

otye™dj*inguuhaMe 2to4feet 
under wHer 
6 to 8 per year 
green to trow» 
oocaaioul miM 
«an^nn^iiim 
low dfoeainr, mod walleye 

13L Conèder all of the reaceaaii trij* you made ID Clear Lake in the pan 
yrar. Hew many trip* per year would you liâve made to the half ii osn-
drtion» were udoùibedia flee*? trip» per year 

«»> 

1*. WouMyou vote ̂ ye*11 oo a refcresdum to mptmt tfec water quality in 
Clear l»ke to die kvd doKiibed uiidfer Haai B? The propo»edl pro
ject would colt you tl&OfpayabJî in Bvc $20 imtaltrooits over » 
five year period}. 

UNO 
QYES 

15. To help is better understand your imwrit, pleaie indicate die angle 
molt important iea»s for your re»p<xi»e to the preceding question: 

U In general, Ran B ii mW à good Hie of my money . 
Q In puerai, Flan B i» a good we of my money. 
U The plan is not realistic, or unclear 
Q The com of «he program should be paid for by thoae damaging 

the lake, œ* by me, 
D I already contribue ta environmental causes aa much aa I can afford, 
Q No one «houkl have the right to damage the lake in the Eras place. 
O Od*r 
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PlaaC 

Non suppose that additional investment» couid be made such that coodtooiis at Clear 
Lake would improve further. Tbeie additional chinges ctxiM indude retiring land 
from agricultural tue, and programs to control nutrient runoff from urban and agrs-
cntairal had*. 

S-jppo«e these change» would improwe the lake over the next ten to tweney year» to tlx: 
following conditional 

Water darity objet» <i«mgui.h»b1r6«. Sftet 

Algae bloom S to 4 per year 
Who1 color green to bine 
Wakroda acrasiooal mild 
Bacteria iifffrequ™» swim arfviaories 
HA high divernty 

16, Consider all of*e wcieaoon tripj you made to C3e*r Lake in the pint 
•year. How many trips par year would you have made to Clear like if 
«mdWoro were II docribed in Pirn* C? tripe per year. 

l>;/ 

17. Would you vote "yes" on a referendum to improve the water quality 
in Clear Lake to the level described under Flee C? The proposed 
project would coal you 1S0Q {payable in five S4Û tmtallmcnts over A 
five year period). 

Q NO 
O YES 

18. To help ua better undetwand your umwn, pksHe indicate the angle 
moat important reason 6» yyttr response to the preceding question: 

• In general, Kan Cii mf a good use of my money. 
Q 1B general, Ban C ii * good OK of my money. 
Q Tbe plan ii not realistic, or uadear 
Q The casta of the program should be paid for by thoae damaging die 

lake, not by me. 
QI already contribute to enviromneaital cause» m much as I can affoid. 
• No one should have the right to damage the lake i» tbe fimpLacc. 
Q Other 
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IN THIS SECTION, WE WOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU ABOUT YOUR 
opinions regarding which late characteristics arc important to you and your 
views regarding some spécifié proposais to change Clear Lake. 

19- As*unc ytxi hsvr a total of 100 importance pcanls to allien to the 
lakr fhnnwtrristiai brlow. PSraer indicate the cnpartajitr of c»rb 
item by ilkc«ingy«irlOO points among the items on this Est. To 
indicate one item » more important to you than mother, you should 
allocate more point» to it. Yen do not need to pee pan# to *1 of the 
itetm, but remember th*t tbe tot»l needs to equsl 100. 

Water dftrity 
Hard(dessf nodfUcboUiatn in 
maamgueu 

Lack of water odor 
DweaaityofwildfifiErcnat Gear Lake 

DivmtfyQf5shipc«c^T3âhtt»t 

Qpiwtay cffiA cmtjht 
Safety from fartera «wtamfeaF 

ban/health advisories 

T*W 1W 

Artf 

20. A number of projects have been suggested to «frnmpfah improvements 
in die bike. How do you feel about the following possibilities? 

taw SnmwdbM Swat Nwbil Somewhat (to* SfomAr 
Omt 

Biotwed peik lends 
tod rccreaAkml treas • a • • • 
Buflifingafanatoie 
cettttr or envîronmcpul 
park 

a a a • a 

Rrcheie of easemenb 
feth-aSetMBstMrip. a • • • • 
Ibcicmu) bnrlitffing • • • a • 
Hestorsdon ofVennmi 
Merdnoinproe 
mrnicnt irtcnbon 

a • • • a 

Non-motor bout dayi a a • • • 
hoaucdMHiihc Q Q • a D 

limiting motor hors» 
power a a a a a 
lake fi*nd!y ratrio-
rions miwHrrtlil 
drvdaomcm 

a a a u a 

Repair of nana drabs • • • • • 
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21. In order to improve water qnaKty in the lake, changes in land sne in the 
watershed may be needed. For essmplc, it's llkdy that some land wil 
need to he changed M low-ùmar.» ne. H such change» occur, which of 
the following land oses do yew fàvor? Pie** checks® ihttSTply, 

«•PMt 
âamewfcel tmett Nreitni Own* Ona* 

Fukknds a p a a Q 
Additional Oomenaaioii 
Reserve Pmgrsm acreage a a a a a 
Honored woodlands a • a • • 
lUstomiproira a a a D a 
Restomd wsdandl a a • Q a 
Nature cotuemtiioo area a a a • a 
CoutrucSedponffc • • a Q Q 
Hunting imnoi a a a o a 
Bemnd ripwiasi noes a • a Q D 
hHUÙlA|DQjbn a o a • Q 
Odn • Q a D D 

h*b 

RMATION ON YOU AND OTHER MEMBERS OF YOUR 
household wiS hejp us better understand how household characteristics aflfcct 
an indrvidaaTi use. of Clear Lake and altitudes towards changes in them. ItwE 
also help ui tn determine haw representative o«r sample is of the state of Iowa. 
All of your answers are strictly confidential. The information will only be used 
to report comparisons among groups of people. Wc win never identify indi
viduals of households with their responses. Please be as complete as possible. 

22. Are you 

• mile •female 

23. What n your age? 

O Under 18 Q 50-59 
Q 18-25 • 60- 75 
• 26- 34 Q 76 + 
Q SS-49 

3*. Wh* it the highest level of schooling thatyou hwe completed? 
(Please cheek only one) 

• Eight year, or la. 
• Some high school or leu 
• High school graduate 
J Some college or trade/vocational school 
• Two yean ofcofley or tndcAwstinnal school 
• Collect graduate 
• Some graduate school 
J Advanced degree 

25. How many aduh* Eve in your household (over the age of 185? _ 

km if 
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26. How many children Bee in your boweWd (18 or under)? 

27. If you art cuirentiy employed, how many hours a week do you 
typioily woris? 

28. ITyou are currently employed, do you have the option of 
wnrUng mMilinn.l hruir* In inntw yrwr tnixl tnmwi»? 

• No 
• Yes—ifio, what would your hourly wage be? 

$ per hour 

29. If yoo amwered "no* to qnnfinn 28, and you could fawr the 
option of wetting more or lew houn, whkh would you prefer? 

• Work more houn 
• Work le* hours 

30. What wuyour totalhouieholdinootne (beftae turn) in 1998? 

• Under 110,000 • S40,000-$49,999 

3 *10,000414,999 • 150,000-159,999 

• $lijOOM19j999 a 166,000474,998 
• $20,000424,999 • 175,000-199,999 

Q $25,000*29,999 • 1100,0004124,999 

a $30,000-134,999 Q 1125,0004149,999 

Q $35,000439,999 • Over 8150,000 

3t.Doyou»wn*homeinCk«irLe*c? 
• No 

• Ye*, Ifya,»reyo«» year-round resident? 
• No 
• Yes 

P 
JL lease fed free to make any additional comments about your 

answers to tfame qucatioiu or about the rorvey itidf, Think you for 

your aanitanœ with our Clear Lake Survey. 

Comments: 
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APPENDIX 2. FIRST YEAR IOWA LAKES SURVEY 
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T 
X. n order to make sound decisions concern

ing the future of Iowa lakes, it is important to 

understand how the lakes are used, as well as 

what factors influence your selection of lakes 

to visit The answers you give to the ques

tions in this survey are very important. Even 

if you have not visited any lakes in Iowa, 

please complete and return the questionnaire. 

It is critical to understand the characteristics 

and views of both those who use and those 

who do not use the lakes. 
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In this first section, we would like to find out which of the lakes on the 
enclosed map you visited and what you did there. 

1, Please indicate how often you or other members of your household visited each of the fol
lowing lakes in the current and past year. Also, indicate the number of trips you anticipate 
making to each of the lakes in 2003. If you have not visited any takes in Iowa, and do not 
plan to visit any in the upcoming year, please check this box and skip to question 2. 
• I have not, and do not plan to visit any lakes in Iowa 

If you visited lakes in Iowa that are not on this list, please count them in the "other" category 
at the end of the list (page 7). 

Number of visits (January-December) in: 
2002 2001 Planned for 2003 

Name of Lake County 
Single-

Day 
Over
night 

Sitwle-
Day 

Over
night 

Single-
Day 

Over-
nigfct 

Arbor Like 
Arrowhead Lake 

Poweshiek 
Pottawattamie 

Arrow heed Food 
Avenue of the Saints Lake 

w 
Bremer 

MgerOtebLAe 
Badger Lake Webster 

Beam Lake 
Seeds Lake 

Dribs 
Franklin 

Big Creek Lake 
Big Spirit Lake 

Polk 
Dickinson 

BUck Hawk Lake 

Blue Lake 

See 

Monona 

Bob Wttia L*ke 

Briggs Woods Lake 

Wftgrac 

Hamilton 

Bm#m# Wu: 

Brushy Creek Lake 

Wfoodbwy 

Webster 

Oner Like 
Casey Lake (aka Hickory 

Hills) 

Pottawattamie 

Tama 

Cento lite 

Central Park Lake 

Dtcferason 
(ones 

Clear Lake Cetro Gordo 
Chat fie Id Lake Lee 

Cold Spring» Lake Om 

Coralvillc Lake [olinson 
Crawford Creek 

Imnoantfenent Eda 

Crystal Lake Hancock 

DaleMafFittLake Madison 
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Number of visits (January-December) in: 

2002 2001 Planned for 2003 

Name of Lake County 
Single-

Bay 
Over
night 

Single-
Day 

Ovcr-
ni2ht 

Single-
Day 

Ovcr-
ni£ht 

Detr Creek Lake HjnMoA 

DcSoto Bend Lake 

Diamond Lake 

Harrison 

Poweshiek 

Dog Creek (Lake) 

Don Williams Lake 

O'Brien 

Soonc 

East Lake (Osceola) 

Bert. Okaboji Lake 

Clarke 

Dickinson 

Easter Lake 

ESdsei ShcmaodLalse 
Polk 

Hancock 

Five Island Lake 

FogkUkt 

Palo Alto 

Ringgold 

George Wyth Lake 

Green Mt Lake 

Black Hawk 

BhekMwk 

Green Castle Lake 

Green Valley Lake 

Marshall 

Uokm 
Hannen Lake Benton 

Greenfield Lake 
Hawthorn Lake (aka Barnes 

City) 

Adair . 

Mahaska 

Hickmy Grow Lake 

Hooper Area Pond 

Stoif 

Warren 

Indian Lake VeaBwen 

Ingham Lake Emmet 

Kent Park Lake |dhwK» 

Lacey Kcosauqua Park Lake Van Buren 

Lille Ahquabi Warren 

Lake Anita Cass 

Lake Goradia. WMggte 

Lake Darling Washington 

LafceGccde Henry 

Lake Hendricks Howard 

La&eXcWa Adam* 

Lake of the Hills Scott 

Lake low ton* 

Lake Keomah. Mahaska 

Lake Manama Pottawattamie 
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Number of visits (January-December) in: 

2002 2001 Planned for 2003 

Name of Lake Countv 
Singtc-

Dav 
Ovcr-
nieht 

Single-
Day 

Over
night 

Single-
Dav 

Over
night 

Lake McBride 

Ldke Miami 

[ohnson 

ItaWK 

Lake Minncwashta 

Lake Client 

Dickinson 

Adair 

Lake Paboja 

Lake Smith 

Lyon 

Kossuth 

LakeSugema 

Lake of Three Hues 

Van Buren 

Tayif» 

Lake Wapello 

little tow 

Davis 

tan 

Little Sioux Park Lake 

Little Spirit Lake 

Woodbury 

Dickinson 

Little Wall Lake 

Uttte&sUùrice 

Ham ikon 

Amtikro 

Lost Island Lake 

Lower Gar Lake 

Palo Alto 

Dietem® 

Lower Pine Lake Hardin 

Mastene Lake Ibdfajr 

Mariposa Lake [asper 

Meedowlaisc Aehir ' 

Meyers Lake Black Hawk 

Mill Creek (Lake) OSrien 

Mitchell Lake Black Hawk 

Moe*be#dWee M* 
Mormon Trail Lake Adair 

Neboa Park Lake Cmwtord 

Nine Eagles Lake Decatur 

Ktoisfc TWIALELBE CaHraw 

Oldham Lake Monona 

OtnetCwekLii» SUM 

Ottumwa Lagoon Wapello 

Pierce C«ed Lake P*ge 
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Number of visits (January-December) in: 

2002 2001 Planned for 2003 

Name of Lake County 

i
l
 •Z

I 

Over
night 

Single-
Day 

Over
night 

Single-
Day 

Over
night 

Pleasant Creek Lake 

FeB Milkr ParkLake 

Linn 

Lee 

Prairie Rose Lake 

RathbstnLake 

Shelby 

Appanoose 

Red Haw Lake 

RedRockLake 

Lucas 

Mmem 

Roberts Creek Lake 

Rock Creek L*kc 

Marion 

Mv 

Rodgers Park Lake 

Sayiomlle Dam 

Benton 

Polk 

Silver Lake 

Silver Lafce 

Delaware 

DSddnaoa 

Silver Lake Palo Alto 

Silver Lake 

Slip Bluff Lake 

Wini 

Decatur 

South Prairie Lake 

Spring Lake 

Black Hawk 

Greene 

Guthrie 

Storm Lake Buena Vista 

Swan Like Carroll 

Thayer Lake Union 

litote-Mile take, Union 

Trumbull Lake Clay 

TuitlcLake Sract 

Twelve Mile Greek Lake Union 

Union GroveLake Tan» 

Upper Gar Lake Dickinson 

Upper Pixie Lake Haidiit 

Viking Lake Montgomery' 

Volga Lake Fayette 

West Oltoboji. Lake Dickinson 

West Osceola Clarice 

White Oak Lake Mahaska 

Williamson Pond Law 
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Number of visits (January-December) in: 

2002 2001 Planned for 2003 

Name of Lake County 
Single-

Dav 
Over
night 

Singliî-
Dav 

Over
night 

t
l
 Vt 

Over
night 

Willow Lake 

Wilson Park Lake 

Wilson Like 

Harrison 

Taylor 

Lee 

Windmill Lake 

Yellow Smoke Perk Lake 

Taylor 

Crawford 

Yen-Ru.o-Gis Lake Keokuk 

Other Lakes in Iowa 

2. Please indicate how often you or other members of your household visited lakes or rivets in 
each of the following locations in the current and past year. Also, indicate the number of 
trips you anticipate making to each of these locations in 2003. 

Number of visits (January-December) in: 

2002 2001 Planned for 2003 

Name of Lake 
Singte-

Day 
Over
night 

Single-
Dav 

Over
night 

Singtc-
Dav 

Over
night 

Lakes in Illinois 

Lakes in Minnesota 

Lakes in Missouri 

Lakes in Nebraska 

Lukes in South Dakota 

Lakes in Wisconsin 

The Missouri River 

The Mississippi River 

Other Lakes and Rivers 

3. What activities do you or members of your 
lake visits? Check alt that apply, 

3 Boating Qjet skiing 
•Camping QSailing 
•Fishing •Canoeing 
•Hunting 
•Nature Appreciation/wildlife viewing 

household typically participate in during your 

•Picnicking 
•Snowmobiling and other winter recreation 
•Swimming and beach use 
•Other 
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4. How frequently do you or your family swim in Iowa lakes? 

•Never •Rarely •Sometimes •Frequently 

In this section, we would like to find out what features of lakes are 
important to you. 

5. Assume you have a total of 100 importance points to assign to the following factors in choos
ing a lake for recreation. Please indicate the importance of each factor by allocating your 
100 points among the items on this list- To indicate one item is more important to you than 
another, you should allocate more points to it. You do not need to give points to aB of the items, 
but remember that the total needs to equal 100. 

Proximity 
Water quality 

Location of friends/relatives 

Park facilities 

Activities at the lake 

Activities in the town 
Other: 

Total 100 

6. Again assume you have a total of 100 importance points to assign to the lake characteristics 
below. Please indicate the importance of each item by allocating your 100 points among the 
items on this list. To indicate one item is more important to you than another, you should allo
cate more points to it. You do not need to give points to all of the items, but remember that the 
total needs to equal 100. 

Water clarity 
Hard, clean, sandy lake bottom m 
swimming areas 

Lack of water odor 

Diversity of wildlife 

Diversity of fish species/habitat 

Quantity of fish caught 

Safety from bacteria contamina
tion/health advisories 

Other 
Total 100 
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7. Which of the lakes on the Ust is the nearest to your permanent residence? 

How far is this lake from where you live? miles. 

6. How important is the presence of the lake nearest your permanent residence (the take you 
identified in question 7) to, . _ 

Very Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Very 
Important Important Unimportant Unimportant 

the economic vitality of your 
community? • 

malting your community an 
interesting and vibrant Û • Q • O 
place? 

retaining the interest of 
young people to remain in 
your community or in at- • Q • • Q 
tracting prospective resi
dents to your area? 

area employers' ability to 
retain and or attract a • O Q • O 
skilled workforce? 

encouraging corporate deci
sion makers to consider 
your area for establishing a • • • • 
business or expanding an 
existing industry? 

9, If the water quality of the lake you identified in question 7 were significantly improved, 
how important do you think the lake could be to. ,. 

Very Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Very 
Important Important Unimportant Unimportant 

the economic vitality of your 
community? • • • 

making your community an 
interesting and vibrant • • • • • 
place? 

retaining the interest of 
young people to remain in 
your community or in at- • • • • 
tracting prospective resi
dents to your area? 

area employer** ability to 
retain and or attract a • O • O 
skilled workforce? 

encouraging corporate deci
sion makers to consider 
your area for establishing a • • • • • 
business or expending an 
existing industry? 
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Information on you and other members of your household will help us better 
understand how household characteristics affect an individuals use of Iowa 

lakes and attitudes towards changes in them. It will also help us to determine 
how representative our sample is of the state of Iowa. All of your answers are 
strictly confidential. The information will only be used to report comparisons 
among groups of people. We will never identify individuals or households with 
their responses. Please be as complete as possible. Thank you. 

10. What is your age? 

•Under 18 • 50 - 59 
• 18-25 •60-75 
•26-34 Q76 + 
•35-49 

11. Are you 

•male • female 

12. What is the highest level of schooling that you have completed? 
(Please check only one) 

•Some high school or less 

•High school graduate 
•Some college or trade/vocational school 
•College graduate 

•Advanced degree 

13. How many adults (including yourself) live in your household? 

14. How many children live in your household (18 or under)? 

15. If you are currently employed, how many hours a week do you typically work? 

16. If you are currently employed, do you have die option of working additional hours to in
crease your total income? 

•no 

•yes—if so, what would your hourly wage be? 

$ per hour 
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17. If you answered "no" to question 16, and you could have the option of working more or 
less hours, which would you prefer? 

OWork more hours QWork the same number of hours 

•Work less hours 

IS. What is your total household income (before taxes) for 2002? 

19. Do you own a home on a take in Iowa? 
•no 

•yes. If yes, are you a year-round resident? 
• yes 
• no 

20. Do you own a home on a lake outside of Iowa? 
• yes Qno 

21. Do you belong to a lake protection association? 
•yes • no 

22. Are you an area employer? 
•yes Qno 

23. Are you involved with community development efforts and/or with making decisions 
that impact the entire community (for example Chamber of Commerce, Jaycees, etc.)? 
• yes Qno 

• Under S 10,000 

• 910,000-514,999 

• $15,000419,999 

• 820,000424,999 

• *25,000429,999 

• $30,000434,999 

• 835,000439,999 

• $40,000-849,999 

• $50,000459,999 

• $60,000474.999 

• $75,000499,999 

O $100.0004124.999 

O $125,0004149.999 

• Over 8150,000 
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